Preface
Dear Parents,
We are pleased to put forward the 66th issue of our School Magazine "Save Joint
Family" special. We at Amity, believe that, the society as a whole, needs the
involvement of all for its growth and development. In this attempt academic year
2015-2016 was celebrated as the "Save Joint Family" year.
The joint family system is slowly dying, taking into consideration that people are
leaving their hometowns and villages for proffessional growth and independent life.
The base which set up a strong foundation for Indian society and culture is slowly
crumbling. The break up of this system is causing stress and problems in society;
and the worst affected are the children who lose the family umbrella, of support,
caring, sharing etc. This subsequently results in problems at the school, college
and life levels. We thus took up this burning topic, to create awareness not only
among the students but in the Amity family and society too.
The entire year was planned with activities related to this theme. This has resulted
in creating awareness amongst the children, who have started putting their thoughts
to paper. In fact one activity was letter writing to family member which in today's
techno savvy life, has become a defunct task for many. The response of the students
was good and heart rendering. So many emotions put on paper answered by equal
compassion by family members. Children need the grandparental support and many
people living in nuclear families do miss the joint family system, as would be evident
from the feelings put to paper by parents.
We concluded this year with activity based games wherein we invited family
members of the students to participate in these games. It was fun to witness father
-in- law and daughter- in- law teams, brother- in- law and sister- in -law teams, all
enjoying the games with lots of affinity. If we want a strong and united country, then
we need to start at the foundation, and which better place than the family to start it
with.
As usual, parents have been our strength and support and shared so many of
their feelings for the family. It has been a mammoth task for us to decide whose
article to take and whose to leave out as space is always a constraint in the school
magazine. We realized that at times there was repetition in some articles, hence
we cut off the repetitive points and tried to accommodate as many articles and
feelings that had been shared with us. Please take this in the real spirit.
It has been our endeavor to progress and provide quality education to the upcoming
society of Bharuch. We have added and built six morden class rooms to meet the
demand of more seats in the school.
We thank you for your support and look forward to your feedback which will help
us in bettering our laurels. With your support we are sure that we will be able to
nurture and build up the emotional quotient of our children.
Kindly send your comments and suggestions on e-mail : amityschool1986@
gmail.com ; WhatsApp : 9979861633 or send us your written opinion through your
wards.
- Amity School Parivaar
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S]8]\A SIF\ K[ m S]8]\A SIF\I K[ m
;\I]ST S]8]\A ARFJM˜ VlEIFGGL XF/FDF\ X~VFT
V¶lD8L XF/FGF #_DF :YF5GF lNJ;[ —;\
SZF. CTLP VF ;\NE"[ XF/FGF X]E[rKSMG[ ;DU| JØ" NZlDIFG YGFZ J{lJwI;EZ ÝJ'l¿VMGL
Ô6 SZTM 5+ DMS,[, CTMP H[ VgJI[ ;]Ýl;â S[/J6LSFZ VG[ V¶lD8L XF/FGF DFU"NX"S 0F¶P
EãFI]EF. JKZFÔGLGM —lNjI EF:SZ˜ JT"DFG5+GL ZlJJFZGL 5}lT"GL SM,D Ý`GlJX[Ø˜ DF\
D{+Lv;[T]˜GF JFRSM DF8[ V+[ Ý:T]T K[P
VF ;FY[GM ,[B Ýl;â YIM CTMP H[ —D{
s!f V[S NFNF CTFP V[S NFNL CTLP +6 SFSFVM CTF4 T[DF\YL A[ SFSFGL ;FY[ SFSLVM 56
CTLP V[S SFSF GFGF CTF4 56 Ô[XJF/F CTFP AgG[ SFSFGF\ GFGSF\ AaA[ KMSZF\ CTF\P GFGL A]VF
DF8[ ;F{ D]ZlTIM XMWTF\ CTF\4 V[8,[[ GFGL A]VF R],A],LGL H[D ~Dh]D OIFÅ SZTL CTLP DM8L
A]VF TM 5Z6LG[ 5MTFGF\ ;F;Z[ CTF\4 56 ZÔ 50[ G[ TZT DM8L A]VFGF\ KMSZF\VM NFNF 3Z[ NM0L
VFJTF\P 3ZDF\ WÄUFvD:TL4 ZDJ]\v50J]\v,0J]\vVFB0J]\vZL;F. HJ]\ v DGFJL ,[J]\4
BFJ]\v5LJ]\vÝFY"GF SZJLPPP S[8,]\ AW]\ YT]\ ZC[T]\ ¦¦ V[DF\ J/L J[S[XGDF\ DFDF 3Z[ EFUJFG]\ YT]\4
TM tIF\ J/L H]NL H DÔP DFDL ZFC Ô[TF\ CMI4 V[D6[ ;FZL ;FZL JFGUL AGFJJFG]\ EFl6IFVM
DF8[ AFSL ZFbI]\ CMI ¦ EFJTF\ EMHGG[ GFGLDFGL UMNL4 Ô6[ S[ :JU" D?I]\ ;DÔ[ ¦ GFGL 56
S[JL S}6LvS}6L4 AM,[ tIF\ hL6L hL6L 3\80L JFU[4 RF,[ tIF\ WLZvU\ELZ VG]EJ 0U,F\ DF\0[
VG[ jCF, JZ;FJ[ tIFZ[ TM Ô6[ JZ;FNGL C[,L JZ;[P GFGF AF5]YL 0ZTF 56 T[GL êRL 50K\N
SFIF Ô[. V[DGF H[JF ÝEFJXF/L AGJFGL UF\9 A\WFI H HTL ¦ NFNLGF CFYGL EFBZL TM
GFGLAFV[ CFY[ 30[,F DM8F DhFGF\ ZM8,F4 PPPVFH[ I IFN SZLV[ tIF\ VF\BDF\YL U\UFvHDGF
JC[JF ,FU[ K[ ¦¦ VF56F\ DFvAF5GL VMK5 VF ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ JZTFTL GCÄ VG[ V[DGL
;FZ5 DGMDG GM\WL XSFTLP V[ S]8\]A CT]\4 DhFG]\4 EI]ÅvEFNI]Å4 CI]ÅvEI]Å4 ;]B[ N]oB[ CFZMCFZ
ZC[T]\ GFG]\ GUZ Ô[. ,M ¦¦
sZf V[S 5%5F v V[S DdDL v V[S AC[G v V[S EF.P RFZ B}6FGM VF RMZ; T[G[ ;F{
lJEST S]8]\A SC[JF ,FuIFP NFNFvNFNL VFJ[ 56 JFZ[vTC[JFZ[ VYJF JFZM VFJ[ tIFZ[ ¦ V[ ZC[
G[ ALÔ SFSFGF 3Z[4 +LÔ SFSFG[ tIF\4 SIFZ[S A]VF 3Z[PPP V[DG[ SFIDL ;ZGFD]\ G CMI4 V[DGM
SM. H]NM ~D G CMI4 VFJ[ tIFZ[ SM.G[ SM. ;UJ0 SZL VF5[ A[U0L D]SJFGLP V[ AgG[ SIF\
hFhF lNJ; ZMSFJFGF CMI m VF SF\. V[DG]\ 3Z G CMI4 VF TM JRUF/FGM lJ;FDM V[8,[
NLSZFvNLSZLG[ NFNFvNFNLGM ,UFJ YFI tIF\ TM ALÔ SFSFG[ 3[Z HJF 8F6]\ Y. ÔI ¦ EF.vAC[G
YM0]\S YM0]\S ,0[vh30[vZD[ 56 ;FD;FD[ V[ H AgG[P SFSFvSFSLvA]]VFvNFNFvNFNL SM. GCÄ
3ZDF\¸ DNN SZ[ TM SM6 SZ[ m V[8,[ DdDL S[ 5%5FGM U]]:;M S[ jCF, ;LW]\ EF.vAC[G 5Z H
éTZ[P AC[GG[ Z0J]\ VFJ[ TM SIF\ ÔI m NFNL TM 3ZDF\ K[ GCÄ ¦ DFDF 3Z[ HJFG]\ I CJ[ TM A\W
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Y. UI]\ K[P J[S[XGDF\ I A; E6vE6 RF,[ K[P EF.vAC[GG[ ,FU[ K[ S[ DdDLv5%5F
VF56FYL S\8F?IF K[P DdDLv5%5FG[ T[ bIF, H GYL VFJTM ¦ AW]\ K[4 KTF\ VH\5M K[ v
BF,L5M K[P —5F; 5F;[ TM I S[8,F\ Ô[HG N}ZGM VF56M JF;˜ H[JM DFCM, K[ VF S]8]\ADF\ ¦¦
s#f V[S ÝF{- AF5 K[ VG[ ÝF{- DFTF K[P VF AgG[ H[GF\ DFvAF5 K[ V[ NLSZMvNLSZL TM
D[8=MDF\ ZC[ K[ VG[ SF\ lJN[XDF\ J;[ K[P CF4 V[ 5ZN[XJF;LVMG[ tIF\ 3Ml0I]\ A\WFI tIFZ[ VF
DFvAF5 Ý;]lT SZFJJF VG[ +LÒ 5[-LG[ DM8L SZJF lJhF 5Z é0[ K[P NFNL CÄRSF\ GFB[ K[4
NFNF S\8F/FGL S\5GLDF\ 8F.D5F; SZ[ K[P +LÒ 5[-L HZFS 5U 5Z RF,JF ,FU[ V[8,[ DFvAF5
EFZTGF\ 3Z[ A[Sv8]v5[J[l,IG ¦ 5FKF\ A[4 V[S,F\4 VMK]\ AM,LG[ hFh]\ ÒJTF\P ;\TFGM ;FY[ JFTM
SZ[ 56 GÞL 8F.D[4 Skype 5Z S[ 5KL U]U, R[8 5ZP —S]8\]A SIF\ K[ m˜ V[J]\ 5}KJ]\ 50[ T[J]\ VF
S]8]\A K[ ¦ CF4 l;lGIZ l;8LhGM S,AvUF0"GvÝMU|FDDF\ ÔI K[ VR]S VG[ 5MTFG]\ S]8]\A T[DF\
XMwIF SZ[ K[ VF +6[I S]8]\AvlR+M +6 5[-LG]\ ÝlTlGlWtJ SZ[ K[ ¦¦
E~RGL —ÝJ'l¿ SL 5F9XF/F˜ H[JL —V¶lD8L :S},[˜ 5MTFGM +L;DM :YF5GF lNG lJlXQ8 ZLT[
éHjIM4 —;\I]ST S]8]\A ARFJM VlEIFG˜ X~ SI]Å ¦¦ VFB]\ JØ" lJlJW SFI"ÊDM YIF VG[ VFJTL
5[-LG[ S]8]\AGF 0FIG[lDS; Ô6JF D/X[ ¦¦ VF AF/SM 5}KX[ S[¸ S]8]\A SIF\I K[ m4 tIFZ[ VF56[
I AF3F Y. BMÒX]\ o —S]8]\A SIF\ K[ m˜
v 0F¶ P EãFI] JKZFÔGL
5}J" lGIFDS4 :8FO V[S[0[DLS SM,[H4 ;F{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8L4 ZFHSM8
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S[gã GCÄ4 5ZL3 AGLV[
——lNG éU[ lNG VFYD[\4 ZFT GlC RLZSF/4
GLRL êRL OIF" SZ[4 ÒJGGL 38DF/P˜˜
v :G[CZlxD
ÝtI[S jIlSTG]\ ÒJG +6 lJEFUMDF\ JC[\RFI[,]\ CMI K[P s!f ;FDFlHS ÒJG4 sZf SF{8\]lAS
ÒJG VG[ s#f jIlSTUT ÒJGP +6[ lJX[ lJX[Ø RRF" SZLV[ o
s!f ;FDFlHS ÒJG o ;DFH VG[ DG]QI VFÒJG V[SALÔ ;FY[ Ô[0FI[, ZC[ K[P AF/
56DF\ NM:TMYL ;DFH AG[ K[4 I]JFGLDF\ ;CSD"RFZLVM VG[ ;UFVMGF ;CJF;YL ;DFH
VFSFZ ,[ K[P VF3[0JI[ lGJ'¿ S[ 5}J" ;FYL VG[ ;UFVMGF SFZ6[ ;DFHG]\ Vl:TtJ
VG]EJFI K[P ;DFHDF\ ÝtI[S TAÞ[ SM.G[ SM. TM VFU[JFGL ,[ K[P AF/56DF\ SM.S
TM 8M/LGM G[TF CMI K[P I]JFGLDF\ DM8FEFUGF SD"RFZLVM 5MTFGF D\0/M AGFJL 5MTFGF
CÞM DF8[ ,0T R,FJ[ tIFZ[ SM.S VFU[JFGL ,. 5MTFGF SD"RFZL ;\3GL ;O/TF DF8[GF
;\3Ø"GL VFU[JFGL ,[ K[P VFW[0JI[ 7FlTGF D\0/M S[ ZC[9F6 lJ:TFZGL ;M;FI8L S[
DCM<,FGF D\0/M AG[ VG[ :JF:yI TYF ;]BFSFZL DF8[ ,0TM R,FJ[ K[P
VF TDFD HuIFV[ S[8,FS ,MSM VFÒJG G[TFULZL lGEFJJF HgdIF CMI T[ ZLT[ lJRFZLG[
JT"G SZ[ K[P T[VM ;TT B]ZXL ;FY[ RM\8L ZC[JFG\] H 5;\N SZ[ K[P T[VM SNFR JOFNFZ VG[
lGQ9FJFG 56 CM. XS[P ÒJGGF ÝtI[S TAÞ[ DF+ T[VM VG[ T[VM H G[TFULZL SZ[ T[D
T[VM .rKTF CMJFYL ;DIGF V[S TAÞ[ ,MSM T[DGF TZO GOZT VG[ lWÞZGL ,FU6LYL
H}V[ K[P T[VM S[gã:YFG[YL B;JFG]\ lJRFZTF G CMJFYL GJF VFU\T}SM T[DG[ B[\RLG[ S[ ;0LG[ S[gãYL pBF0LG[ O[\SL N[ K[P :JDFGE[Z ;¿F G KM0GFZG[ V5DFG5}J"S B}6FDF\
WS[,F. HJ]\ 50[ K[P DCFG5]~ØMV[ IMuI ;DI[ S[gã:YFG[YL B;LG[ 5ZL3 AGL HJFG]\
:JLSFI]Å T[VM O},0[ 5}ÔIF K[P IMuI ;DI[ 5ZL3 AGL HGFZ DMP SP UF\WLDF\YL UF\WLAF5]
AGL XSIFP ZFQ8=l5TF AGJFG]\ ;NŸEFuI DF+ UF\WLAF5]G[ V[8,F DF8[ ÝF%T YI]\ S[ T[VM
S[gãYL C8LG[ 5ZL3 AGL ;F{GL ;[JFDF\ ,FUL 50IFP
sZf SF{8]\lAS ÒJG o jIlSTUT ÒJGDF\ S]8]\A V[S VUtIG]\ VG[ HgDYL DZ6 ;]WL Ô[0FI[,
V\U K[P VG[S ,MSMV[ prR¿D ;O/TFVM ÝF%T SZL CMI K[P 5Z\T] S]8]\A ;FY[ SIF\ TM
;C[H 56 GFTM ZFbIM CMTM GYL VYJF H~ZLIFT SZTF\ VG[S U6M JWFZ[ GFTM ZFBL
;TT ;UFJFNG[ 5MQIM CMI K[P A\G[ l:YlT VG.rKGLI K[P ;DTM, jIJCFZ VG[
VFRFZ6 H p¿D K[P EFZTLI ;\:S'lTDF\ AF/56YL DM8L ëDZGFG[ ;gDFG VF5JFG]\
XLBJJFDF\ VFJT]\ CMJFYL ;DFHDF\ ;F{ 5MTFGFYL DM8L ëDZGFG[ VFNZYL H}V[ K[P
SF{8\]lAS ÒJGDF\ H[ J0L, DF+ VG[ DF+ 5MTFGM SÞM H BZM SZJFGM VFU|C ZFB[ K[
T[G[ J'âJ:YFDF\ lWÞFZ VG[ GOZTGM ;FDGM G SZJM 50[ TM H GJF.P ÝtI[S I]JFGG[
5MTFGF lG6"IM ÔT[ ,[JFDF\ VFG\N VFJTM CMI K[P T[ :JFJ,\AL AGL 5MTFGL ZLT[ VG[
5MTFGF 5U p5Z VFU/ JwIM K[ T[D 5}ZJFZ SZL ATFJJ\] CMI K[P T[GL 5F;[ 56 VFJ0T4
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s#f
s$f
s5f
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ACFN}ZL4 lC\DT4 N}Z\N[XL56]\ VG[ VFtDlJ`JF; EFZMEFZ K[ T[J]\ N]lGIFG[ N[BF0L N[JFGL
.rKF CMI TM T[DF\ SF\. VFH]UT]\ GYLP H[ J0L,M T[DGF ;\TFGMG[ JFZ\JFZ lG6"I ,[JFDF\
V0R6~5 YFI K[ T[VM T[DGFYL lJD]B Y. ÔI K[P
I]JFGMG[ T[DGF BRF"4 5C[ZJ[X4 jIJCFZ VG[ JT"6}S AFAT[ J0L,M SF\.56 SC[ TM T[DG[
:JDFG p5Z 3F 50TM CMI T[J\] ,FU[ K[P J0L,XFCL DFG; WZFJTF J'âM VF AFAT[ ;C[H
56 AN,FJJF T{IFZ GYLP H[ S]8]\AGM J0M IMuI ;DI[ S[gã p5ZYL B;LG[ 5ZL3 p5Z
HTM ZC[ K[ T[G]\ ÒJG EI]Å EI]Å AGL ÔI K[4 ÒJG ÒJJF H[J]\ ,FU[ K[ VG[ DFGv;gDFG
;C VF N]lGIFDF\YL lJNFI YFI K[P 5MTFGF DL9F\ :DZ6MGL IFN KM0LG[ HJL CMI TM
IMuI ;DI[ S[gãG[ AFIAFI SZL 5ZL3GF XZ6[ HTF ZC[J]\ Ô[.V[P
jIlSTUT ÒJG o ÒJGGL VF l:YlT VJ6"GLI VFG\N ,.G[ VFJ[ VYJF 3[ZL
lGZFXFGF UTF"DF\ WS[,L N[ T[D 56 AG[P J6F"zDGF VFWFZ[ VFwIFltDSTF TZO ÝIF6
SZJFGL 56 SM. ëDZ CMI H K[P DF+ D\lNZ[ HJFYL4 ZMH WFlD"S 5]:TSMG]\ JFRG SZJFYL
S[ p5JF; SZJFYL VFwIFltDS AGL XST]\ GYLP VFwIFltDSTF TM VFRZ6GM lJØI K[P
TDFD SFI" ÝtI[ l:YTÝ7TFYL H[ Ô[. XS[ T[ H VFwIFltDSTFGM DFl,S AGL XS[P H[G[
NLSZL VG[ 5}+JW] TZO ;DEFJ ZFbIM K[ T[ H ;FRM VFwIltDS 5]~Ø S[ :+L K[P VF
ëDZ[ C]\ H DFZM lD+ VG[ C]\ H DFZM X+] K]\P SM.G]\ DFZ]\ GYL VG[ DFZ]\ 56 DFZ]\ GYL T[JM
EFJ V\TZDF\YL p9JM Ô[.V[P XZLZ4 DG VG[ A]lâYL :JLSFZJFG]\ S[ VF N]lGIFDF\ DFZ]\
SF\. CT]\ GCÄ4 K[ GCÄ VG[ Ô[.T]\ 56 GYLP VFJL DGol:YlT V[8,[ S[gãDF\YL 5ZL3 TZO
HJFGL ÝlÊIFP
VF56[ ;F{ DFGJ ;CH DIF"NFVMG[ ,.G[ HgD ,.V[ KLV[ VG[ T[ ZLT[ H D'tI] 5FDTF
CMJFYL S[gã KM0LG[ 5ZL3 AGJFGL ÝlÊIF ;C[H 56 ;Z/ GYLP GLR[ H6FjIF T[JF
GFGS0F ÝItGM 56 Ô[ VF56FDF\ YM0]\ 5lZJT"G ,FJL XS[ TM T[D SZJFDF\ SF\. BM8]\ GYL
o
ZMH ;F\H[ S[ ;JFZ[ VG]S/ ;DI[ V[S,F V[S,F RF,J]\P VF ;DI NZlDIFG DG VG[
ìNI JFTRLT SZ[ T[JM ÝItG SZL XSFIP ìNI ;FRL JFT ;DH[ K[ 56 DG T[ :JLSFZJF
N[T]\ GYLP ìNI ,FU6L4 Ý[D4 ;FZF56FGL EFJGF4 S-6F JU[Z[G[ HgD VF5T]\ CMJFYL
ìNI DG p5Z lJHI SZ[ T[ Ô[J]\P
VG]S]/TF CMI TM VF ;DI NZlDIFG S]NZT ;FY[ JFTF",F5 SZJMP Z:TFDF\ VFJTF J'ÙM4
5ÙLVM VG[ JFTFJZ6 ;FY[ Ô[0F. HJ]\P S6"lÝI ;\ULT ;FY VF5L XS[P
DG5;\N HuIFV[ H. YM0FS ;DI DF8[ V[S,F A[;J]\P
D\lNZDF\ H.V[ TM CSFZFtDS AFATMDF\ ;}Z 5ZFJJM 5Z\T] 8LSFtDS JFTRLTM NZlDIFG
;EFGTF5}J"S VF\B4 SFG VG[ DM\ A\W ZFBJFP AG[ TM 8LSFtDS jIlSTVMYL V\TZ ZFBJ]\P
3ZDF\ S[ ACFZ ßIF\ ;]WL SM. VlEÝFI DF\U[ GCÄ tIF\ ;]WL VF5JM GCÄP VF5JM H 50[
TM ;FZF XaNM prRFZJFP S0JL AFATM VG[ JFTMGF 3}80F U/L HJFDF\ XF656 K[P
DM8F ;D}CDF\ VYJF UD[ T[ H}YDF\ Ô[0F. H. 5MTFGL lJäTF ATFJJFGM VEZBM 8F/
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JMP
s*f AM,J]\ H 50[ T[D CMI TM VtI\T YM0\] 56 DW]Z AM,J]\P
s(f VlGJFI" ;\Ô[UM l;JFI D\R p5Z A[;JFGM VFU|C 8F/JMP A[;J]\ H 50[ TM S[gã:YFG[ TM
GCÄ HP tIFUGL TFSFT EMU SZTF\ JWFZ[ K[P
s)f E}TSF/GF S0JF Ý;\UM GÒSGF ;UF S[ lD+MG[ IFN SZFJJFYL SM. OFINM GYLP AGL XS[
TM ;FZF Ý;\UM IFN SZL T[DGM VFEFZ jIST SZJMP
s!_f V[S SZTF\ JW] ;\TFGM CMI TM T[DGL S[ T[DGF S]8]\ALHGMGL ;ZBFD6L SZJL GCÄP ;\TFGMGL
VFlY"S4 jIJCFlZS4 ;FDFlHS4 jIJ;FlIS S[ V\UT AFATMDF\ SIFZ[I DFY]\ DFZJ]\ GCÄP
s!!f +LÒ 5[-LGF ;\TFGMGF lXÙ64 jIJ;FI S[ ÒJG ;FYL 5;\NULGM lG6"I DF+ VG[ DF+
T[DGF DdDLv5%5FG[ H ,[JF N[JMP
s!Zf ;\TFGMGF S[ VgIMGF jIJ;FI AFAT[ SM.56 JFT[ ;FDFgILSZ6 (Generalization)
SZJ\] GCÄP SM.56 jIJ;FlIS ÔlT (Professional Community) AFAT[ ÔC[ZDF\ S[
BFGULDF\ 8LSFtDS prRFZ6M SIFZ[ SZJFGF H GCÄP UD[ T[GL UD[ tIFZ[ H~Z 50[P
s!#f YM0LS GFGL GFGL ÝJ'l¿VM XSI CMI TM ZMH SZJL v
sVf 5]:TSF,IGL D],FSFT ,. XSFIP
sAf UDTM ,[B JF\RL ,[BSG[ 5M:8SF0" ,BL VlEG\NG 5F9JL XSFIP
sSf GÒSGF ;UF S[ lD+GL lADFZL NZlDIFG SF/Ò ZFBL XSFIP
s0f VMKF BR[" 8[SGM,MÒGM p5IMU SZL ÒJ\T ZCL XSFI VG[ ZFBL XSFIP
s.f ;UF S[ lD+G[ SIFZ[S SFD lJGF 56 OMG SZL XSFIP
sOf 5F{+v5F{+LVM .rK[ TM T[DGF VeIF;DF\ DNN SZL XSFIP AF/SM GFGF CMI
tIFZ[ JFTF" SCL XSFIP ACFZ VFJJF T{IFZ CMI TM GÒSGF AFUDF\ ,. H.
XSFIP
sHf SM. ALG;ZSFZL ÔC[Z ;\:YFDF\ DFGNŸ ;[JF VF5L XSFIP tIF\ SF\. VF5JF S[
;DI 5;FZ SZJF HTF\ GYL 56 5FDJF H.V[ KLV[ T[JM EFJ ZFBJFGMP
s!$f VFlY"S ;UJ0 CMI TM B}A GÒSGF :Y/[ 5F\Rv;FT lNJ; H. XF\lTYL ;DI 5;FZ
SZL XSFIP
s!5f Z[l0IM4 ;LP0LP äFZF H}GF UDTF ULTM TYF DIF"lNT ;DI DF8[ 8LPJLP Ô[JF v ;F\E/JFGL
8[J 5F0L XSFIP
s!&f UDTF CMI TM VMKF BR"JF/F VYJF lGoX}<S ;FlCtI4 ;\ULT4 ;F\:S'lTS SFI"ÊDM DF6L
XSFIP
s!*f ÒJGGM D]ãF ,[B H AGJM Ô[.V[ S[ C]\ SM.G[ G0LX GCÄP
s!(f ÔT ;FY[ JFT SZL XSFI
s!)f DF^I]\ T[G\] :DZ6 SZL XSFIP
sZ_f VF IFNLG[ 5MTFGL VG]S]/TF ÝDF6[ WFZLV[ T[8,L ,\AFJL XSFIP
v zL Z6KM0 XFC
XFC4 D[G[lH\U 8=:8L4 V¶lD8L X{Ùl6S ;\S],4 E~RP
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The Role of Educational Institution in
Nurturing Family System
Many a times while interacting with parents whose children have disruptive
behavior or are not concentrating on studies, one comes to know shocking
details. Children who were performing well in the early years all of a sudden
become uncontrollable in class, disobedient and lethargic towards studies. If
one studies their Cummulative Report Card and reads the remarks put in by
the earlier class teachers, then the slowdown in the overall progress can be
visibly seen. Whilst intermingling with the parents many appalling family related
issues come to the front. Very often to supplement the household income the
mother too is working, the father may be working out of station and at times out
of the country, family break ups, sometimes even a loss in the family business,
these all are reasons for a child being mentally and emotionally disturbed. His/
her behavior could be more unruly than that of the other children. At the same
time, it is noticed that those children who come from a happy joint family may
not be too good in studies, but have a good character base and are respectful
to elders and caring to the need of others.
In every educational institute one comes across this situation. Since the
past decade, there have been increasing cases of domestic violence, break
up in marriages. The children are the ones who suffer the most in these cases.
Often the family being broken the children still love the parents, and the parents
too despite of not living together, still have a lot of love for their children. Often
they come to the school to meet the children. On inquiring what was the reason
to come to the school to meet the child as the child has come from the house to
the school, what was the urgency to meet the child. Then the mother or the
father informs us the heart touching story of not being able to meet the child as
the custody of the child is denied to them, however the love for the child is there
in the parent's heart. Their stories bring tears to our hearts. It is only then that
we understand the reason for the misbehavior of the child. At times we play the
role of counselors and without prior information to the parents about the other
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parent coming to the school, we counsel them on living together for the safety
and emotional security of the child. Sometimes , the situation becomes very
bad and violent and it is heart rendering for us . In fact we are often accused
that we are siding with one person and are being partial. Anyway the parents
do solve some of their issues and the beneficiary of this is the child.
We concentrate and feel more worried about the children who fail the
examinations of life, as an educational examination can be attempted again,
but if one fail in life once, and then it is the start of endless problems. We feel
that PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE, hence it is our effort that rather
than counseling parents to solve their personal issues they should stay together
for the betterment of the child. If this system of living together for the betterment
is to work then sometimes, grandparents would have to put aside their own
egos and stay with the son and daughter - in law. Very often husband and wife
quarrel inside their bedroom and not in the living room, due to respect to the
parents and also to make a good impression on the children. Small
misunderstandings die a natural death when the husband and wife are in a joint
family and do not wish to fight in front of all. There are various extra benefits of
staying in the joint family, but respect for elders culminating in the parents not
fighting with each other, is the greatest blessing of the joint family system.
- Prin. Prakash Mehta, Amity School, Bharuch
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Change Yourself to Change the Society
A young girl got married and settled into her new life. She found difficulties
adjusting to the mother - in law and there were regular fights and heated
arguments. On her visit to her maternal home, she complained to her mother,
who listened to her tirade without any comments. Then finally, the girl said " I
feel like killing my mother- in law, she just does not understand anything and
always argues and fights with me. If not I will kill myself."
When she was leaving to go to her in laws house, her mother gave her a
packet and told her, " Well, If you want to kill your mother in law, give her this
powder". She further added" Do not use this all at a time, sprinkle a little in her
meals. Most importantly do not argue or fight with her whatever the instigation,
be loving and kind to her, or else, when she dies all eyes will look upon you with
suspicion. Do this for about six months but ensure that for this period you behave
very nicely with your mother in law, under no circumstances should you lose
your cool with her, you should listen to her, accept all her orders and suggestions.
Let every one feel that you love her like you love your own mother".
The girl went and started administering the powder in her mother-in-laws'
meals, at the same time she started behaving very nicely with her and also,
even if instigated, she did not answer back but apologized and tried to keep
relations clean. Over a few days, her mother in law too started showing care
and concern for her and started talking properly to her. Relations which were so
strained, slowly started changing and a warm caring relationship developed
between the two.
Time passed, now there was no discord between the two and there was
harmony in the house. The girl now started feeling guilty. Basically, she was a
nice person, only her ego had been hurt and hence she kept on feeling ashamed
of her actions. She felt remorseful on the thought of hurting someone. She
mentally berated herself on thinking ill and wishing to harm someone. Finally
she mustered enough courage to go to her mother's house. She was in a
dilemma as her mother had sided with her and tried to solve her problem, but
now, she wished to change her mind. Finally she told her mother," Please give
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me an remedial medicine for the poison you provided me to administer to my
mother - in - law. She is now so nice to me and for the past few months we have
very good relations, we talk and laugh together. I do not want to unnecessarily
harm her".
Her mother smilingly told her" My dear you are my daughter. May be in a fit of
anger, you want to harm someone but how can I allow you to take such a drastic
action. I wondered where I had failed in my attempt to make you a good human
being since you could think of killing someone and that too your husband's
mother. I realized that your ego was more hurt than your actual feelings. If at
that time however I had tried to explain things to you probably the matter might
have gotten worse. The powder I gave you, was plain glucose powder and has
not affected her. She then added. "If I had told you to change your behavior
towards her and behave nicely with her, would you have listened to me? You
would have rebelled against me also. I hence used this trick". The girl started
crying and hugged her mother and said "Thank you for helping me to get rid of
this false ego and maintaining and enriching my life with good values, even
when you suggested that I use the poison powder, I was a little hesitant but my
false ego would otherwise have made me take a wrong step in life. This changed
my perception in life."
What a transformation ! Most of the times we can bring changes in relations
just by seeing things from another's point of view , or changing our opinion.
Let's all make an effort to change ourselves a little and bond with all, at least in
the family and lay a solid base for the joint family.
Excerpted from the internet. We give below the Gujarati Translation of the
above story...

ÔTG[ AN,M4 ;DFH AN,FX[ P PP
V[S I]JTL 5Z6LG[ ;F;ZLV[ VFJLP ;;ZF TM ;FZF CTF 56 ;F;]G[ JFT JFTDF\ 8MS 8MS
SZJFGL 8[J CTLP H[ KMSZL 5Z6LG[ VFJ[,L V[G[ SM. 8S 8S SZ[ V[ AL,S], 5;\N GCMT]\P
;F;]GL ;TT 8S 8SYL JC] YM0F H DCLGFDF\ S\8F/L U.P
KMSZL YM0F lNJ; l5IZDF\ ZC[JF DF8[ VFJLP DdDLV[ lNSZLGM RC[ZM Ô[.G[ H V\NFH
,UFJL ,LWM S[ ;F;ZLIFDF\ S\.S TS,LO K[P V[D6[ lNSZLG[ V[SF\TDF\ AM,FJLG[ H[ CMI V[ 5[8
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K]8L JFT SZJF DF8[ Sæ]\P lNSZLV[ AWL H JFT SZL VG[ 5KL Sæ]\4 ——DdDL DG[ TM 36LJFZ V[J]\
YFI K[ S[ DFZL ;F;]G[ DFZL GF\B] GCÄTZ C]\ DZL H.X ¦˜˜
DdDLV[ lNSZLG[ ;DÔJTF Sæ]\4 ——A[8F4 Ô[ T]\ VFJ\] SZLX TM TFZ[ Ò\NUL H[,DF\ lJTFJJFGM
JFZM VFJX[P C]\ TG[ V[S V[JM p5FI ATFJ]\ S[ TFZL ;F;] DZL ÔI VG[ TFZF 5Z SM. VFÙ[5 56
G SZ[P˜˜ KMSZLV[ Sæ]\4 ——DdDL DG[ H,NLV[ p5FI H6FJM˜˜
DdDLV[ lNSZLG[ C/JF VJFH[ Sæ]\4 ——C\] TG[ V[S NJF VF5LXP V[ WLD]\ h[Z K[P ZMH YM0]\ YM0]\
TFZF ;F;]GF EMHGDF\ GF\BH[ V[8,[ K DCLGF 5KL V[GL V;ZYL TFZL ;F;] DZL ÔX[ VG[
SM.G[ TFZF 5Z X\SF 56 GCÄ ÔIP˜˜ ALÔ lNJ;[ DFV[ lNSZLG[ V[S NJF VF5LP lNSZL ZFÒGL
Z[0 Y. U. S[ K DF;DF\ DFZL AWL H ;D:IF pS[,F. HX[P
lNSZL ;F;Z[ HJF lJNF. Y. tIFZ[ DFV[ V[G[ Sæ]\4 ——A[8F4 TFZ[ V[S BF; AFATG]\ wIFG
ZFBJFG]\ K[ S[ VF K DF; NZlDIFG T]\ V[S VFNX" JC] AGLG[ ZC[H[P TFZL ;F;] H[ S\. 8S 8S SZ[
V[ AW] ;F\E/L ,[P V[DGL ;FY[ SIFZ[I h30M SZTL GCÄ H[YL AWFG[ V[J]\ ,FU[ S[ TFZL ;F;]GF
DMTDF\ TFZM SM. CFY GYLP VFD 56 TFZ[ VF GF8S DF+ K DF; H SZJFG]\ K[P˜˜
ALÔ lNJ;YL JC] ;FJ AN,F. U.P JFT JFTDF\ ;F;]GL ;FD[ Y. HTL V[GF AN,[ ;F;]GL
B}A ;[JF SZJF ,FULP ;F;] UD[ T[J]\ BZFA AM,[ TM 56 T[ Ý[DYL ;F\E/L ,[ VG[ ;F;]G[ C;L
C;LG[ HFJA VF5[P JC]GF AN,FJGL V;Z ;F;] 5Z 56 YJF ,FULP ;F;]G[ CJ[ JC] UDJF
,FULP JC]G[ J-JFG[ AN,[ VF0MX 5F0MXDF\ JC]GF JBF6 SZJFG]\ RF,] SI]ÅP 8S 8S SZJFG]\ TM
;FJ A\\W H SZL NLW]\P JC]G[ ;F;]GM VF AN,FJ AC] UdIMP H[ ;F;]G[ V[ GOZT SZTL CTL V[
;F;] CJ[ V[G[ 56 JCF,L ,FUJF DF\0LP DdDLV[ VF5[,L NJFYL ;F;] CJ[ YM0F DlCGDF\ DZL
HX[ V[ lJRFZYL V[ W]|Ò p9LP
5]Go l5IZ H.G[ DdDLG[ Sæ]\4 ——DdDL4 DFZL ;F;] ;FJ AN,F. U. K[P DG[ B}A Ý[D SZ[ K[P
CJ[ V[ B]A ,F\A] ÒJ[ V[J]\ C]\ .rK]\ K]\P DG[ SM. V[JL NJF ATFJ H[ VF h[ZG[ ALG V;ZSFZS
SZL N[P˜˜ DdDLV[ C;TF C;TF Sæ]\4 ——A[8F4 C]\ TFZL DF\ K]\ VG[ TFZF pHJ/ EFJLGM C\D[XF
lJRFZ SZ] K]\P D\[ TG[ h[ZL NJF VF5L H GCMTL V[ TM DF+ u,]SMhGM 5Fp0Z CTMP DG[ BAZ H
CTL S[ Ô[ T]\ TFZL ÔTG[ AN,LX TM TFZL ;F;] 56 VF5MVF5 AN,F. HX[P˜˜
lD+M4 VF56[ SM.G[ AN,JF DF\UTF CM.V[ TM ;F{ ÝYD VF56[ 5MT[ AN,FJ]\ 50[P ALÔ
,MSM TDFZL DZÒ D]HA ÒJ[ V[J]\ TD[ .rKTF CMI TM TDFZ[ ÝYD ALÔGL DZÒ D]HA ÒJTF
XLBJ]\ 50[PPP ¦¦¦
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My Strength and Support - My Mother-in-law
Prior to my marriage whilst working, my mother provided everything to me. It
was not that I did not help in housework, I did but the onus or responsibility was
on her. Tea, breakfast, lunch, dinner, small chores in the house. After marriage,
the scene was different. I had to stay with my in laws. My mother in law mostly
took care of all the household work but some of the responsibilities were mine.
However, my days were quite free. I hence decided to do some work to keep
my mind and body occupied. I took up the job of a teacher. Now came the
crunch, to reach school by 6.45 am. I had to leave home by 6.30 am. The
responsibility of preparing lunch and some house work was on me, I realized
that I would have to get up early and do the chores and then go to school. I
decided that housework cannot be neglected as here the responsibility was
on me. On the first day of work, when I got up at 4.30 am., my mother in law was
in the kitchen preparing tea for me. She had also packed some fruit and biscuits
for me to take as snacks to school. She told me that you go to school, I will
prepare lunch. I went off to school, and thought that, since this is the first day
probably she had decided to help me. When I came home from school, lunch
was ready for me. I rested and then as usual got up to do the small chores in the
house, they had all been completed by Mom. Later she called me in her room
and said that from tomorrow don't get up at 4.30 am. get up at 5.30 am. that
should be enough time for you to have your tea and do your morning and go to
school. I asked, what about the work I normally do at home. She said, "I will take
care of it. You do not worry." My tea and snacks were always ready and prepared
by her. She would get up at 5 am every day and keep things ready for me just
like my mummy used to do and that's when I realized that she really treated me
like her daughter. She may not have said so in words but her actions were
enough. Infact, whenever there were tests or examinations and I had to do
correction work, she would sit with me and help in doing the totaling work so
that I could complete the work faster.
- Prin. Reena Tiwary (Amity School, CBSE)
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Fraility of Relations
An excerpt of a video showcased about interpersonal family relations is as
follows.
The speaker was discussing the frailty of relations. He had so often heard
about problems in the family. It has become a common talk of people not getting
along with each other and hence break up in families. He said, "listen to your
parents and elders, as they have more experience than you. The mother-in-law
or father-in-law are your own parents. The day you treat them that way
automatically their behavior towards you will definitely change." But only
preachings would not be accepted.
So, to explain this, he questioned the crowd "Who amongst you has been
wearing spectacles from birth?". The crowd was preplexed and replied in the
negative. He then said, "The spectacles came later on and we gradually adjusted
ourselves to it. So much that, it has become an insperable part of us. Now, if
you can adjust to this with an open mind, then, one can also adjust to another
person. Why do the young complain about the intolerance of their parents, and
of their parents not understanding their point of view?"
He further asked , "you are wearing spectacles and find that there is some
problem in the vision, what will you do?" There was no answer from the
audience. He asked, "Will you change the spectacles or your retina to rectify
the error ?" Most replied, change the spectacles. Then he said, "Exactly! you
should change the spectacles and not the retina.Similarly, your parents were
there right from the beginning, you came later on. So, change yourself to adjust
to your parents."
Lesson :- Where there is misunderstanding change vision, do not try to
change what the other person is seeing. You try to view things from a different
angle and you will automatically find a change. Change your perception of the
other person and life will be worth living and there will be less problems in family
life.
- Prin. Darpana Patil (Amity School, GSEB)
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vk'kk dh fdj.k
,d csVk vius o`) firk d¨ jkf= Ò¨t ds fy, ,d vPNs jsLVkWjsaV esa ysdj x;k A
Âkus ds n©jku o`) firk us dbZ ckj Ò¨tu vius diM+¨a ij fxjk;k A
jsLVkWjsaV esa cSBs nqljs Âkuk Âk jgs y¨x o`) d¨ Ä`Æk dh ut+j¨a ls nsÂ jgs És] ysfdu o`) dk
csVk Ókar Ék A
Âkus ds ckn fcuk fdlh ÓeZ ds csVk] o`) d¨ okWÓ #e ys x;k
mlds diM+s lkQ fd;s] mldk psgjk lkQ fd;k] mlds cky¨a esa daÄh dh]
p'ek iguk;k v©j fQj ckgj yk;k A
lÒh y¨x Âke¨Óh ls mUgsa gh nsÂ jgs És A
csVs us fcy is fd;k v©j o`) ds lkÉ ckgj tkus yxk AA
rÒh fMuj dj jgs ,d vU; o`) us csVs d¨ vkokt+ nh v©j mlls iwNk
^^D;k rqEgs ugha yxrk fd ;gk¡ vius ihNs rqe dqN N¨M+ dj tk jgs g¨ \**
csVs us tokc fn;k ^^ugha lj] eSa dqN Òh N¨M+ dj ugha tk jgk A**
o`) us dgk ^^csVs] rqe ;gk¡ N¨M+ dj tk jgs g¨] çR;sd iq= ds fy, ,d fÓÕk ¼lcd½ v©j
çR;sd firk ds fy, mEehn ¼vkÓk½ A
n¨Lr¨ vker©j ij ge y¨x vius cqtqxZ ekrkfirk d¨ vius lkÉ ckgj ys tkuk il¡n ugh
djrs
v©j dgrs gS D;k dj¨xs
vki ls pyk r¨ tkrk ugh Bhd ls Âk;k Òh ugh tkrk A
vki r¨ Äj ij gh jg¨ ogh vPNk g¨xk A
D;k vki Òwy x;s tc vki N¨Vs És v©j vki ds ekrkfirk vki d¨ viuh x¨n essa mBk dj
ys tk;k djrs És A
vki tc Bhd ls Âk ugh ikrs És r¨ ek¡ vkid¨ vius gkÉ ls Âkuk fÂykrh Éh v©j Âkuk
fxj tkus ij Mk¡V ugh I;kj trkrh Éh A
fQj ogh ek¡ cki cq<kis es c¨> D;¨ yxus yxrs gS \
ek¡ cki Òxoku dk #i g¨rs gS mudh lsok dhft;s v©j I;kj fnft;s
D;¨afd ,d fnu vki Òh cq<s g¨xs fQj vius cPp¨a ls lsok dh mEehn er djuk !
Excerpted from the internet.
- Mrs. Sunita Panda (Teacher)
MAITRI-SETU-66
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Ordeal of a Nuclear Family - An Anecdote
"Mamma! I have struck a century in my WhizPen! I am going to celebrate the
event in a grand way!"
"What does that mean? Century in your library! What rubbish! Are you talking
about cricket matches?"
"No Mamma, I have reached the mark of 100 books in my collection."
"That's great indeed! So what are your plans? Going to eat out as a treat?"
"No Mamma, gift me another book of my choice and I will cherish it the most!"
Who do you think are involved in the above piece of conversation? It is
between Vandita and her only son Abir, two identities of a nuclear Bengali family
consisting of only three members who have to move from place to place due to
transfer of job, where the only friend of the child in his lonely hours are his books.
Abir, ignorant of family ties and customs, unaware of culture and heritage of his
forefathers, is growing up as an isolated entity. The child cannot differentiate
between Bua and Maasi, Chacha and Tau and Mama and Phupha. For him,
every relation confines to Uncle and Aunt. He is in darkness as to what the rich
resources of Bengali literature, culture, festivals and family relations are, a
complete social annihilation.
'Family', this six letter word brings an enchanting feeling to Vandita's mind,
where there is warmth, love, affection and sharing. Her childhood memories
are that of a closely knit nuclear family of her parents and herself, centred around
her mother, who made constant efforts, in spite of all odds, to make them live
comfortably and happily. She used to leave no stone unturned to make Vandita
distinct from the crowd. Vandita's mother was a lady who had graduated from
Calcutta University in spite of not getting even a proper school for education of
girls in those post partition days of India. When Vandita came as a late born girl
child, her mother's only answer to stop all social criticism was, " I am a woman
and I love myself the most. Then how can I not love a little girl born to me?" Her
constant encouraging words to Vandita were, " If I could do this much against
all difficulties, then why can't you go much beyond?" But destiny had decided
something else in Vandita's life. Her sole friend, philosopher and guide, her
MAITRI-SETU-66
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mother, passed away unexpectedly. Vandita had just completed her Higher
Secondary education when her life became a ship without a radar, floating
aimlessly and trying to cling to every small support coming her way. Those were
the days of struggle and hardships for Vandita, with extended family members
like Tauji's and Buaji's guidance, and above all, her father's, whom she
affectionately used to call 'Bapu'. Vandita's ambition of becoming a doctor was
turned into a farfetched dream and she opted for a plain degree course. Every
new day stood with a new challenge for her. In her lonely hours, her only support
were her mother's words, "You must go much beyond," and only because of
this aphorism, she could turn around, fight back, and secure a good rank in
university.
Later on, when Vandita had her family, her son Abir also became the only
child of a nuclear family. Today, Vandita does not have any of her parents to
inculcate moral values and family ethics into her child, a great void in a nuclear
family, she thinks. Due to the absence of any other elder in the family, she takes
out time from her busy professional schedule to reiterate the same words as
told by her mother, "You can go much beyond than what your Mamma has done",
as a family legacy and piece of guidance.
In a nuclear family, where on one hand, individuality and privacy are preserved
with utmost care. But social values, relations and customs are drawn out of the
equation and as a result, people like Vandita and Abir have to spend their
childhood in isolation, away from cousins, relatives and as in Abir's case,
hometown. When the children growing up in a nuclear family are established as
individuals, they themselves turn a blind eye towards their parents, as according
to them, they are no longer important and are just an extra burden, eventually
dumping their parents in Old Age Homes. On the other hand, in a joint family,
members live and die for each other and nobody is left without care or affection
as everybody is bound by harmony and the thought of individuality is abolished,
making the family members a joint force who face every hardship together and
rejoice in every happiness together because as the age old proverb says,
"United we stand, Divided we fall".
- Mrs. Nivedita Chattopadhyay (Teacher)
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Today we find that due to exposure to social media children are
intelligently moving forward but their social and emotional quotient is
slowly decreasing. As an educational institute we wondered how we
could nurture this quality in our students. The best idea to inculcate this
seemed to be from the family. The school has initiated to reach out to
the society with the campaign of "Save Joint Family" on the 30 th
Foundation Day. We wished to nurture familial ties in today's, nuclear
life. We carried out many activities which were aimed to cultivate this
feeling of living together in a joint family, in the children who would be
tomorrows society. We also invited our parents and members of the
society to participate in this campaign and share their feelings about living
in the joint family and merits and demerits of the joint family.
The below mentioned circular was sent to Parent's & Teacher's.

Amity School, Bharuch.
"SAVE JOINT FAMILY" Campaign

Dear Parents/ Teachers
Dt. 18/02/2016
You already know that we started this year with the "Save Joint Family"
campaign. Based on this campaign, we have conducted many activities
in the classroom, to indulge each family into knowing the importance of
joint family. We appreciate the overwhelming co-operation received from
you. Here is something more that we want to bring to your notice.
We take up social causes through our school Magazine "Maitrisetu".
Our next issue focuses on the topic "Save Joint Family". We invite you to
write on any of the following topics and send the same to us for publication
in the school magazine. The exchange of your ideas and your experiences
will be of utmost benefit to our students and to society in general. The
students too will be sharing their views.
ARTICLES WRITING : Topics suggested for teachers and
parents - (1) Role of Joint Family in Child's Upbringing (2) Role of Joint
Family in Moral Education of Students (3) Economic and Social
Constraints in a Nuclear Family (4) I am Grateful to My Father and Mother
In-laws (5) My Sister-Brother In-law ensures I Never Miss My Sister/Brother
(6) Grandparents : The heart of the family.
MAITRI-SETU-66
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Our parents and teachers whole heartedly supported us and we have
received many articles, due to paucity of space we have not been able
to include all, but have made an attempt to include as many as we
possibly could. These are given below.
Thank you all for your support and encouragement for such social
causes.

Feelings shared by Parents & Teachers
(1) Role of Joint Family in Child's Upbringing

AF/pK[ZDF\ ;\I]ST S]8]\AG]\ DCtJ o
D Grandparents have an emotional investment in the child that an outside care
provider may not have. They have an understanding of the family dynamics,
cultural values of the family and are more flexible with the children. They can
teach the children social, emotional and language development by involving
them in day to day activities like, cooking, helping in sorting the dishes, folding
laundry etc. These simple activities develop values of sharing and caring
and other life skills. A great thing is that grandparents add to help a child
learn the story telling aspect, the sharing of family stories, values, family
experiences. This teaches a child to connect to others and also develops a
child's sense of culture belonging and heritage. They offer wisdom and
compassion to the children, which is a very integral part of growing up. With
grit and determination they help define a new age and open doors of
opportunity for the children. They are usually free to love and guide as well
as be friends with them. They can easily reach out to the young and close the
so called generation gaps. They help the younger generation to see from a
broader and deeper perspective since they can even share the stories of
the child's own parents. The values and ethics imparted at a young age go
a long way in molding the character of a person.
- Mrs. Rachana Bhandari (Administrative Staff)
D Bringing up a child is a mammoth task for a parent in the nuclear set up
particularly in the current scenario, where parents are working professionals
and have limited time to spend with their children. The child in a joint family is
always blessed with lots of love and affection and learns how to adjust very
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easily in different environments with different natured people. There are so
many members to take care of the child, catering to all their needs like tea,
breakfast, lunch, dinner, school, homework, classes, medicines and so on.
The child never feels alone which may not be the case in a nuclear family.
Grandparents share their love and affection with their grandchildren which
they cannot get from parents when they stay in a nuclear family due to other
responsibilities to be borne. He/she learns moral values from grandparents.If
child want a cycle, the father may disagree, but most of the times either the
grandfather or the uncle will support the child ending in the child getting what
he/she wants. On the other hand, children also learn how to sacrifice small
things for happiness of others. This instills practice of sharing resources,
toys, self-belongings. Children play together, study together, quarrel together
and even get punished together with cousins. As a result a feeling of
companionship that is free from any discrimination of one being a brother or
a cousin is inculcated in the child. Child observes and learns what he/she
sees around and as such the disciplines in a joint family are self-imposed on
the child. A joint family system is indeed conducive to growth and development
of a child and plays a vital role in enrichment of the child.
- Mr. Bhushan Vyas, (Parth Vyas,UKG-B, GSEB)
D The joint family system is the most important system in India. It is the social,
economic, religious and political unit of our society. The grandparents share
their own children's experience with their grandchildren which are great for
the children who also like to know how their parents were as children. Living
in this family can be a source of joy. Grandparents and other senior members
of the family can fill in the crucial gap and therefore reduce the special effort
the parents would have to otherwise make.
- Mr. Rajeshkumar & Mrs. Pritiben Rana (Kavya Rana, Nursery-A,GSEB)
D To keep a family together there is a requirement of understanding and positive
attitude of family members. The family is the place where minds come in
contact with one another. If the minds love and understand each other, the
home will be a beautiful garden of flowers. The children are cared for and
comforted and secure in a joint family. No one is superior or inferior in the
family all are equal and given equal opportunities. The children will learn
values of honesty, talking out of problems and solving issues through
discussions, and distributing all work.
- Mrs. Pratiksha Patel (Krush Patel, Std. I-B,GSEB)
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D Children learn the importance of being patient and sharing work. A family
plays an important role in nurturing a child. It is the most effective social
support providing a secure and safe haven for the child to blossom. Ethics,
values principles all are learnt from one another. They provide a mixture of
love, social and interpersonal skills, sharing responsibilities. These are all
necessary for inculcating discipline and reasoning in a child.
- Mr. Axay N. Doshi (Krish Doshi, Std. IV-A, GSEB)
D Ever wondered why the great Indian Joint Family,
has collapsed like a house of cards?
I thought considerably hard but couldn't deduce,
Why this great system of Inter-dependence couldn't seduce,
The youth of India, the selfish breed, I, me, myself their creed.
A joint family is great, there are many advantages to be had.
Ah the joys of waiting in a queue, hammering away on the door of a shared loo.
That delightful assortment of uncles, aunts, nieces, nephews.
Together with my parents, me, and my grandparents make a great family.
Save Joint family, Save Joint Family, Save Joint family.
- Mr. Tejas Rana (Mahin Rana, Std. I-B, CBSE)
D There is nothing greater than family that is the universal truth which all realize
at some point in their life. In a country like India where closeness and
attachment is still prevalent in families the need of the joint family is necessary.
One learns to accommodate and adjust to the likes and needs of all people
of different nature. This makes a joint family stand out from a nuclear family
Joys are multiplied and sorrows are divided. Hours of fun and gossiping
spent with the cousins are memories of life. Family outings become picnics
and even small pleasures bring great enjoyment.
If the parents are busy in work there is someone in the family to look after
the needs of the children. Since the kitchen is common there is always home
cooked delicious food and a variety of it.
In a joint family the phrase "All for one and one for all" is very true. In case of
fear of sharing something with the parents you can always rely on the advice
of an aunt, uncle, grandparents or even an elder cousin.
- Mrs. Nidhi Kaul (Teacher)
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D ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ AF/SGM pK[Z YJM V[ V[S N{lJS VFXLJF"N ;DFG K[P NFNFvNFNLV[ S]8]\AGF

J0F CMJFGL ;FY[ ;FY[ S]8]\AGF ;eIMGF VFNX" 56 CMI K[P AF/SM VF56L ;\:S'lT TYF T[GF
D}<IMGL ;DH Ô[ SM. ;FZL ZLT[ ;DÔJL XS[ TM T[ K[ NFNFvNFNL VG[ GFGFvGFGL K[P T[DGF
VG]EJMG[ JFTF"DF\ J6LG[ ÒJG ÒJJFGL X{,L T[VM AF/SG[ XLBJF0[ K[P VFHGL VF jI:T
lH\NULDF\ ßIFZ[ DFTFvl5TF 5MTFGF SFI"EFZDF\YL AF/SM DF8[ ;DI SF-L XSTF GYL tIFZ[
T[VMGL N[BZ[B4 T[VMGL ;FZ;\EF/4 T[DGFDF\ ;NŸU]6 TYF ;\:SFZMG]\ l;\RG SZJFGL
HJFANFZL T[DGF NFNFvNFNL VYJF GFGFvGFGL p5Z H VFJ[ K[P Ô[ AF/S lJEST S]8]\ADF\
pK[ZJFDF\ VFJ[ TM T[DGL N[BZ[B DF8[ DFTF S[ l5TFV[ 5MTFGF ÒJG lGJF"C DF8[ H~ZL SFD
KM0LG[ 3Z[ ZC[J]\ 50[ K[P VFGF SFZ6[ V[S jIlST p5Z AF/pK[Z ;FY[ 3ZGL ;FZ;\EF/GM
EFZ VFJ[ K[ VG[ ALÔ jIlST p5Z JW] SDF6L SZJFGM EFZ VFJ[ K[P ;FY[ ;FY[ AF/SG[
5%5F S[ DdDL ;FY[ ;DI lJTFJJFG]\ 56 36LJFZ D]xS[, Y. ÔI K[P
Ô[ AF/S ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ ZC[T]\ CMI TM AF/SGL T\N]Z:TLDF\ 56 VNŸE]T O[ZOFZ Ô[JF D/[ K[P
lJEST S]8]\ADF\ SFDGL jI:TTF4 YFS TYF VgI HJFANFZLVMG[ ,LW[ SIFZ[S DFTFvl5TFGF
ÊMWGM EMU AF/S AG[ K[P H[GF SFZ6[ AF/SGL D:TL VYJF GFGLvDM8L E}, 56 DFZ5L8DF\
5lZ6D[ K[P VF SFZ6[ AF/ DUHDF\ 5MTFGF DFTFl5TF ÝtI[ GOZT HgD ,. ,[TL CMI K[P
AF/S 5MT[ 56 DFZFvDFZLG[ ÒJGGM V[S lC:;M AGFJL N[TF CMI K[P AF/SG[ 36LJFZ
3ZGL ACFZ OZJF HJFG]\ DG YFI TM T[ .rKF ;\I]ST S]8]\AGF SM.SG[ SM. ;eIM äFZF
;\TMØFI H K[P lJEST S]8]\AGF AF/SM ZÔVMDF\ NFNFvNFNL S[ GFGFvGFGLGF 3Z[ HJFGL C9
SZ[ K[P VF C9 5}ZL SZJL V[ AF/SGF ElJQI DF8[ B}A H~ZL K[ SFZ6 S[ AF/SMG[ ALÔ AF/
SM ;FY[ ZDJ]\ B}A H UD[ K[P VF56F DFTFvl5TFGL ;FZ;\EF/ ZFBJL V[ VF56L ÝYD
OZH K[ VG[ AF/SMG[ T[DGL ;FY[ pK[ZJF V[ VF56L H~lZIFT K[P
—AF/pK[Z YX[ tIFZ[ ;JM"¿D4 ;\I]ST S]8]\AG[ ;F{ DFGX[ ßIFZ[ p¿DP˜˜
v zL VlG, V[GP 58[, s~ãF 58[,4 Std.III-A, CBSEf
D AF/pK[Z Ô[ ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ YIM CMI TM ;FR[ H AF/56 IFNUFZ AGL ÔI K[P AF/SGL
ëDZ H[ ;DI[ VMKL CMI tIFZ[ AF/SG[ Ý[D VF5GFZ 5lZJFZGF ;FRF ;eIM D/L ÔI TM
AF/SGM pK[Z VG[ ;\:SFZ l;\RG B}A ;FZL ZLT[ YFI K[P ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ 36F AWF ;eIM
CMI V[DGL ;FY[ ZDJFGL4 GJLvGJL JFTM Ô6JFGM VG[ZM VFG\N AF/SG[ D/[ K[P T[DF\
E6JFGL 56 Z[; RF,TL CMI K[P ÝYD G\AZ VFJ[ TM NFNFvNFNL TZOYL D/[, ÝX\;F VG[
H[ E[8 D/[ T[GM VG[ZM VFG\N CMI K[P Ô[ AF/S ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ ZC[T]\ CMI TM S]8]\AGF ;eIM
AF/SGF VeIF;DF\ 56 T[DG[ DNN~5 YFI K[P VFD4 AF/S ;FZL ZLT[ E6L XS[ K[P
;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ GFGF AF/SG[ 36M Ý[D D/[ K[P
v zL 3GxIFDEF. VFZP 58[, slNIF 58[,4 WMP(vA4 U]PDFPf
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D ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ NFNFvNFNL V[S lJlXQ8 5F+M U6FIP T[VM ZMH ZF+[ AF/SMG[ WFlD"S TYF

;FCl;S JFTF"VM SC[ K[ AF/SDF\ ;FCl;STFGF T[DH 5MTFGF WD"U|\YM v ZFDFI64 DCFEFZT4
EFUJTGF ;NŸU]6MG]\ l;\RG YFI K[P AF/S ßIFZ[ lADFZ 50[ K[ tIFZ[ ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ ZC[GFZ
NZ[S jIlST T[GL ;FZ ;\EF/DF\ ,FUL ÔI K[P VF JFTFJZ6YL AF/SG[ C}\O D/[ K[ VG[ T[
H,NL ;FÔ[ Y. ÔI K[P
v zLDTL l:DTF I]P ZF6F sN[J ZF6F4 Std.VII-C, CBSEf
D AF/S AM,TF\ XLB[ tIFZ[ 5C[,M XaN —AF˜ VG[ ALÔ[ XaN —NFNF˜ XLB[ K[P VF JFT 5ZYL H
AF/SGF pK[ZDF\ NFNFvNFNLGM OF/M S[8,M H~ZL K[ T[ S]NZTL ZLT[ H GÞL Y. ÔI K[P H[D
D] 0 L SZTF\ jIFH jCF,] CMI T[ D NFNFvNFNLG[ T[ G F 5] + v5] + JW] SZTF\ jIFH ~5L
5F{+Lv5F{+LVM jCF,F CMI K[4 VF TM H[6[ VG]JEjI]\ CMI T[ H ;DÒ XS[P
H[ AF/SMGF pK[ZDF\ NFNFvNFNLG]\ IMUNFG G CMI T[DGM DFGl;S TYF ;FDFlHS lJSF;
~\WFI[, Ô[. XSFI K[P NFNF E,[ VXST CMI 56 5MTFGF 5F{+Mv5F{+L DF8[ 3M0M 56 AGL
HTF CMI K[P 5MTFGL 5L9 5Z AF/SMG[ A[;F0L 3ZDF\ UM/vUM/ O[ZJTF AF/SMGM VFG\N H
S\.S VG[ZM CMI K[P
NFNFvNFNL ßIFZ[ A[v+6 lNJ; DF8[ ACFZ UIF CMI tIFZ[ AF/SMG[ S[8,\] J;D]\ ,FU[ K[ ¦
NFNFvNFNL ACFZ HJFGF K[ T[ Ô6L AF/SM pNF; Y. ÔI K[ VG[ ßIFZ[ NFNFvNFNL 3[Z VFJ[
K[ tIFZ[ ;F{YL 5C[,F NM0LG[ NFNFvNFNLG[ jCF,YL J/UL 50[ K[ VFJ]\ VNŸE}T ãxI TM
G;LANFZG[ H Ô[JF D/[P
ZF+[ AF/SMG[ 5YFZLDF\ ;]TL JBT[ ÔT ÔTGL AMW SYFVM VG[ 8}RSF SCLG[ T[DG[ ;\:SFZG]\
l;\RG SZTF CMI K[P
J/L ßIFZ[ NFNFvNFNL E6[, CMI TM T[DGF VeIF;DF\ 56 B}A H DNN~5 YFI K[P lC\RSF
BJ0FJTF\ BJ0FJTF\ Ul6TGF V[JF 5F9 XLBJ[ K[ S[ H[YL AF/S ZDTF\ ZDTF\ Ul6TGF 3l0IF4
;ZJF/F4 AFNAFSLGF NFB,F h05YL XLBL XS[ K[P V[SYL ;M ;]WLGF V\S TM V[8,F ;]\NZ
ZLT[ T{IFZ SZ[ K[ S[ T[DGF 5FIFG]\ Ul6T 5FS]\ Y. ÔI K[P VFGM DT,A V[ YFI S[ NZ[S
NFNFvNFNL lXÙSGL UZH ;FZ[ K[P H[GFYL AF/S AF/56DF\ NFNFvNFNL 5F;[YL ÒJG
ÒJJFGF 5F9 VeIF; ;FZL ZLT[ SZL XS[ K[P
V\TDF\4 H[ 3ZDF\ NFNFvNFNL CMI TM T[ 3ZDF\ A[ 5[-L T{IFZ SZTF CMI K[ V[S 5]+v5]+JW]
~5LG[ ALÒ 5F{+v5F{+L ~5L4 DF8[ ÝE]G[ ÝFY"GF S[ NZ[S AF/SG[ T[GF AF/56DF\ NFNFvNFNLGM
Ý[D VG[ C\]O D/[ VG[ AF/S V[S DCFG jIlST TZLS[ ;DFHDF\ pEZL VFJ[PPP
v NFNF o zL NXZYEF. V[P 58[, sB]XL4 ZFS[X 58[,4 Std. VII-A & I-A, CBSEf
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D V[S J'â B[0}TGM ßIFZ[ V\lTD ;DI VFJL ÔI K[ tIFZ[ T[ 5MTFGF lNSZFVMG[ AM,FJLG[

T[DG[ V[SvV[S ,FS0L VF5[ K[ VG[ TM0JFG]\ SC[ K[P T[VM V[S H h8SFDF\ ,FS0L TM0L GF\B[
K[P T[ OZL AWL ,FS0LVM E[UL SZL TM0JFG]\ SC[ K[4 TM T[ T}8TL GYL SFZ6 S[ T[ V[S H}YDF\
CMI K[P ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ C/LD/LG[ ZC[JFYL VF56[ N]lGIFGL DM8FDF\ DM8L ;D:IFVMGM
;FDGM SZL XSLX]\P
v zL V\AF,F, I]P T0JL sZFHJL T0JL4 WMP(vA4 U]PDFPf
D ^ifjokj* ,d ,slk ÓCn gS ftlls ge lÒh ifjfpr gS A ysfdu D;k vkus okyh gekjh
ih<+h bl ifjokj d¨ iwÆZ #i ls le> ikus esa lÕe gSa] ugha dnkfi ugha A dkjÆ] orZeku
esa ÒkxeÒkx okyk thou O;kiu dj jgs ekrk&firk ds lkÉ cPp¨a dk ,dy ifjokj esa
jguk] o¨ flQZ vius ekrk&firk ls gh #c# g¨ ikrs gS o¨ Òh dqN le; ds fy, A ftrus
le; dh mud¨ vko';drk g¨rh gS mruk r¨ Ók;n gh u©djh isÓkokys ekrk&firk
vius cPp¨a d¨ ns ikrs gS A tc ,slk dfBu le; vkrk gS r¨ gekjh l¨p çÉe ml v¨j
gh tkrh gS fd dkÓ ! ge la;qDr ifjokj esa jg jgs g¨rs A dbZ ckj ,slk g¨rk gS fd ,dy
ifjokj dh N¨Vh ls N¨Vh leL;k cPp¨a d¨ irk g¨rh gS ysfdu la;qDr ifjokj esa dbZ
ÄVuk,¡ cPp¨a d¨ Nw Òh ugh ikrh gS A v©j cPps fcuk fdlh dfBukbZ ds I;kj ikdj
i<+rs&c<+rs gSa A esjk viuk vuqÒo gSa eq>s dbZ ,sls e©ds çkIr gq, tc ge vius
nknk&nknh ds lkÉ jgrs És v©j muls cgqr dqN lhÂrs gS A ;gk¡ rd fd eq>s vkt Òh
viuh nknh ds cuk, gq, idoku ;kn gS t¨ o¨ gekjs fy, cukrh Éh v©j cM+s gh pko
ls fÂykrh Éh A ij ;g lqvolj esjs cPp¨a d¨ muds nknk&nknh ds g¨rs gq, Òh ugha
çkIr gqvk A eSa tc vius cPp¨a ds lkÉ nknk&nknh dh ppkZ djrh gw¡ r¨ mud¨ cgqr
vQl¨l g¨rk gS v©j dgrs gSa fd rqEgkjh ^ebZ;k* ¼nknh½ rqe y¨x¨a ds fy, ,slk djrh
Éha A esjs cPp¨a ds nknk&nknh gekjs lkÉ ugha jgrs gS D;¨fd mud¨ ogh LÉku ilan gS
tgk¡ mUg¨us vius thou dk vfÌdre le; O;frr fd;k A nwljk dkjÆ ;g Òh fd
ifjokj ds vfÌdkj y¨x ogh ij jgrs gS ge y¨x ckgj ;gk¡ mud¨ fdlh dh ÒkÔk le>
ugha vkrh v©j ugh gekjk d¨bZ fj'rsnkj gh t¨ muls feyus vk lds A vkt ge tc Òh
vius Äj ¼cukjl½ tkrs gS r¨ eSa vius cPp¨a ds psgjs ij ifjokj ds lnL;¨ ls feyus ds
ckn >ydus okyh ÂqÓh d¨ iwÆZ #i ls eglwl djrh gSw A cPps ifjokj ds lnL;¨a ls
feydj cgqr gh vkuafnr g¨ tkrs gS A vr% esjs fopkjk&uqlkj la;qDr ifjokj cPp¨a ds
fodkl esa ,d vge~ Òwfedk vnk djrk gS A
& Jherh ýsrk mik/;k; ¼bZÓhdk] dÕk XII CBSE, vfu"dk] dÕk IX CBSE½
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(2) Role of Joint Family in Moral Education of Students

AF/SMGF D}<I lXÙ6DF\ ;\I]ST S]8]\AG]\ DCtJ o
D I remember the days spent in his strict but warm presence. Yes rules were
there as my grandfather was a Doctor in the Army and hence followed them
to the tee. They were meant to be followed and under no circumstances
could anyone in the family break them, or else punishment would be meted
out. My integrity and basic honesty is a gift from my grandfather.
I remember I was in the 9th standard in school, and had been selected as
the Head girl of the school. The announcement was to be made in the school
assembly the next day. But after the election by students and teachers, through
the grapevine mostly everyone knew who had been selected. Now this was
something I had wanted and worked meticulously for all my school life.
They say there is a slip between the cup and the lip. Somehow my so called
friends, instigated me that lets jump the small wall at the rear of the school
and celebrate by having an ice-cream. I hesitated as I had never broken
school rules but they kept on coaxing me and the headiness of being selected
had gone to my head. To my bad luck we were caught. The headmistress,
(my house teacher) wanted to discredit me from the post of head girl and
give it to the next girl who had scored second highest votes. The teachers
and the Head mistress were divided on this and as such the matter was
referred to the school managing committee.
I was thrilled since my grandfather was a trustee of the committee and my
father's friend was another one. The others also I had interacted with during
school functions and was quite well known to all of them.The announcement
of the head girl was delayed for a day, till the decision was taken. My
grandfather called me at home in the evening and gave me the firing of my
life stating that I had put him in a awkward condition. I however showed no
repentance over the act of indiscipline since I knew that my being a head girl
was equally important to him. Next day to my surprise the vote went against
me by one and that was Motapapa's. I rebelled and cried but to no avail, the
decision was taken against me. My grandfather told me "You will not
understand now, but this was a very difficult decision for me to take, if I voted
for you it went against my ideals, ethics and if I voted against you my dream
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of having my grandchild elected as head girl would crash. Nevertheless this
will teach you that rules and regulation in life are to be followed. Whoever we
are we have no right to break them". It taught me to never break rules and
even during college, whatever happened I did not break rules. Time passed
Motapappa expired, I finished education and started working. At an
advertising field function I was selected as "the best Advertising
Administration person of the year". My boss said "At the interview for this
post I had three MBA's and one graduate and my management wanted one
of the MBAs. But since the final decision was mine. So, I selected you. I
knew that no advertising scheduler in your team would ever think of earning
under the table from the advertising agencies. In this area your honesty and
reliability are unquestioned. You have never broken any regulations and have
been jokingly known as The Mad Bawi, "(in Mumbai, Parses are sometimes
called Bawa for male and Bawi for female)"
Yes, this made me realize that the one decision taken against me by my
grandfather had made me earn a name as an honest person. Till date, I have
this inbuilt fear in me that if I do something wrong, repercussions will follow.
Thank you Motapapa !
- Mrs. Rushna Ginwalla (Administrative Staff)
D AF/SGF pK[Z DF8[ OST DFTFvl5TFGF ÝItGM H 5}ZTF GYLP AF/lXÙ6GL ÝYD XF/F

V[8,[ VF56]\ 3Z VG[ VF56F S]8]\ALHGMP J0L,MGL J0,F~5L KFIF CMI TM H N]lGIFGF
VFSZF TF5G[ ;CG SZJF DF8[GL DNN AF/SG[ D/[ K[P J0L,MGL VG]EJL GHZ4 N]Z\N[XL56]\4
S]XFU|A]lâ JU[Z[YL VF56L ;\:S'lT TYF D}<IMG]\ HTG VG[ ;\JW"G H~ZYL YFI K[P H[ 3ZDF\
J0L,MGL C}\O G CMI tIF\ AF/SG[ lXX] VJ:YFDF\ %,[ U'5 S[ RF.<0 S[ZDF\ D}SJF 50[ K[P
DFTFvl5TF jIJ;FIDF\ jI:T CMI V[8,[ I\+JT 3l0IF/GF 8SMZ[ AF/SG[ ,[JF ÔI4 D]SJF
ÔIP VF AWL DYFS}8DF\ lXÙ6 VF5JFGM ;DI ,FJJM SIF\YL m V[8,[4 D;DM8F 8I}XG
S,F;L;DF\ WS[,L N[JFDF\ VFJ[4 HIF\4 AF/SGM lJSF; ~\WFI K[P
J0L,MGF VEFJ[ VF56F ÝFRLGv;F\ : S' l TS JFZ;FGL Ô6SFZL G CMJFYL VF56F
ZLTvlZJFÔ[4 EFØF4 ZC[6LvSZ6L4 ÒJGX{,L JU[Z[ AN,FI ÔI K[P V[8,]\ H GlC lX:T4
;\:SFZ4 GD|TF4 5Z:5ZGL EFJGF JU[Z[ ÒJG D}<IM 56 38TF YTF ÔI K[P VFJL l:YlTDF\
AF/SM U[ZDFU[" NMZFI T[ :JFEFlJS K[P
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lSZ6M JUZ ;}ZH G[ SM6 VM/B[ ¦ XLT/TF JUZ R\ãG[ SM6 VM/B[ ¦
;]JF; lJGF O},MG[ SM6 VM/B[ ¦ S,JZ lJGFGF 5ÙLG[ SM6 VM/B[ ¦
Ô[ CMI J0L,M JUZG]\ 3Z TM4 5KL ;DFHDF\ VF56G[ SM6 VM/B[ ¦
v zLDTL HIJ\TL ALP ÔNJ swJlG VG[ VG]Q9F ÔNJ4 WMP* VG[ #4 U]PDFPf
D EFZTLI ;\:S'lT V[8,[ VlTlY N[JM4 3ZDF\ J0L,MG[ DFG VF5J]\4 U]~GM VFNZ SZJM4
DFGv;gDFG VF5J]\P VF ÝSFZGL ;\:S'lT VF5G[ VF56F J0L,MV[ VF5L K[P VFHGF
.g8ZG[84 8LPJLP4 DMAF., I]UDF\ VF5GL H]GL ;\:S'lT lJ;FZF. ZCL K[P VFHGF AF/SMG[
Ô[ J0L,MGL C]\O GCL CMI TM VFJTF NFISFVMDF\ VF56L ;\:S'lT ,]%T Y. HX[P VFHGL 5[LV[ J0L,MG[ ;FRJJF 50X[P ;]BN]oBDF\ S]8]\AG[ ;FY VF5JFGF AN,[ VF56[ :J{rKLS ÒJG
ÒJJF DF\0IF KLV[P VF56L J0L,MV[ VF5[,L ;\:S'lT Ô/JJL CMI TM ;\I]ST S]8]\AGL
EFJGF ÒJ\T ZFBJL 50X[P VFHGL 5[-L 5MTFGF ÒJGDF\ J6 Ô[.TL VFOTM GMTZL ZCL K[P
Ô[ VF 5[-LG[ ARFJL CMI TM VF56L ;\:S'lT Ô/JJL 50X[P H[ VF56F J0L,MGL C}\O JUZ
XSI GYLP
v zL D]S[XEF. 58[, sZFW[X 58[,4 WMP(vA4 U]PDFPf
(3) Economic and Social Constraints in a Nuclear Family

lJEST S]8]\AGL VFlY"S VG[ ;FDFlHS D];LATM o
D "You are lucky you live in a nuclear family". Many a times I have heard this
statement from my friends, neighbors and relatives. When I listen to their
reasoning I feel sad and pity their mentality. To them I am lucky as there is no
one to order me, I am not answerable to anyone, but no one understands
that this so called freedom is actually a bane for me. My kids miss their
grandparents especially when other kids enjoy festivals and outings with their
grandparents. I personally feel like an abandoned child when I have no one
to look up to in times of need of advice. Even a basic thing like what can be
cooked daily becomes a difficulty in the absence of my mother in law. I
avoid going out to functions where children are not allowed or else make an
excuse and return early. Even if I have to go to the doctor, I need to tag my
children along as they are too small to be kept alone. I desperately want my
in laws to be around for my kids, my husband and me. The love guidance,
and emotional support which we got from our grandparents is somewhere
lost in this race for survival. I would like to tell the people who consider me
lucky, "try living in a nuclear family and see all that you miss out on."
- Mrs. Farheen Khan, (Ahmed Safi, Std. III-A,CBSE)
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D A child without his grandparents love starts playing with all gadgets like
mobile, laptop, iPad and he/she becomes selfish, doesn't share things. If
parents want to go out of station for some work then they are always stressed
as to who would look after the child as it is not always possible to take the
child with them and let the child remain absent from school. The lady of the
house has to manage all house hold work as well as outdoor work. So, life
becomes very difficult. If at all she wants to take up a job she has to manage
all the work and at times has no time for herself. Even if she is unwell she still
has to do the household chores as there is no one else to help her. While in
the joint family, all the works is shared by other members.
- Mrs. Jyoti J. Hathi (Kruti J Hathi, Std.VII-B, CBSE)
D For the lady living in the nuclear family life has in store many difficulties.
The main difficulty is loneliness. The man of the house is at work and the
children are busy at school or with friends. Who will give her company and
advice? Sometimes, due to economic constraints the lady of the house also
has to work, in the case, the children are left in day care or with the neighbors
/ with servants / on their own. This causes insecurity in the child, and they feel
emotionally insecure. In times of sickness or emergency she is extremely
scared. Since children are alone they may fall into bad company and may
develop bad habits.
- Mrs. Vishaka Ajmeri, (Kushal Ajmeri, Std. IV-A , CBSE)
D lJEST S]8]\ADF\ ZC[TL :+LG[ 36L AWL TS,LOMGM ;FDGM SZJM 50[ K[4 H[ C]\ DFZF VG]EJ

äFZF VF5G[ H6FJJF DFU\] K]\P C]\ ßIFZ[ 5Z6LG[ VFJL tIFZ[ ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ ZC[TL CTLP H[DF\
;F;]v;;ZF4 A[ H[94 A[ H[9F6L4 A[ E+LÔ VG[ V[S E+LÒ T[DH VD[ 5lTv5tGL ;FY[
VDFZM !! ;eIGM 5lZJFZ CTMP DFZ[ A[ AF/S YIFG[ VDFZF S]8]\AGL ;\bIF !# Y. U.P
DFZF AF/SM SIF\ VG[ SIFZ[ DM8F YIF T[GL BAZ G 50LP DFZ\] S]8]\A J0MNZF ZC[T\] CT]\P 5Z\T]
DFZF 5lTGL GMSZL E~RDF\ YJFYL T[VM V50FpG SZTF CTFP 5F\R JØ" ;]WL T[D6[ V50FpG
SI]ÅP T[ ;JFZ[ ÔI tIFZ[ AF/SM ;]TF CMI VG[ VFJ[ tIFZ[ ;]JFGL T{IFZL SZTF CMIP T[ AF/
SMGL ;FY[ V[S S,FS H ZCL XSTF CTF DF8[ VD[ E~R :YFIL YJFG]\ lJRFI]ÅP
DFZ\] S]8]\A lJEST Y. UI] G[ C]\ 36L AWL TS,LOMDF\ D}SF. U.P J0MNZF AW] H SFD JC[\RF.
HT]\4 ßIFZ[ VCÄ AWF SFD H DFZ[ SZJF 50[P DFZF 5lTGL HGZ, XLO8 CMJFG[ SFZ6[ ACFZGF
SFD 56 DFZ[ H SZJFGFP ACFZGF SFD DF8[ HJ]\ CMI TM AF/S :S},[YL VFJ[ T[ 5C[,F 3Z[
VFJL HJ]\ 50[P ACFZ UFD HJ]\ CMI TM XF/FDF\ ZÔRLõL VF5JF HJL 50[P Ô[ ZÔ G D/[ TM
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UD[ T[8,M ;FZM Ý;\U CMI TMI 8F/JM 50[ K[P AF/S lADFZ 50[ TM T[GL ;FY[ 56 A[;JFG]\
G[ SFD 56 SZJFG]\P Ô[ ;\I]ST S]8]\A CMI TM AFvNFNF Ô[0[ A[;[ TM VF56[ ALH]\ SFD SZL
XSLV[P ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ Ô[0[ A[;L HDJFGL DÔ VFJ[ K[P AF/SM V[SvALÔG]\ Ô[. ;ZBL
ZLT[ HDTF XLB[ K[P V[S,F HD[ TM AF/SM HDJFDF\ GBZF\ SZ[ ¦ ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ AF/S ACFZ
UI]\ CMI TM T[ J0L,MGF ALS[ ;DI;Z 3Z[ VFJL ÔI K[P ßIFZ[ lJEST S]8]\ADF\ AF/SG[
BF,L DFTFvl5TFG[ H HJFA VF5JFGF CMI K[P ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ TC[JFZ pHJJFGL DÔ
VFJ[ K[P VD[ VFH[ 56 NZ[S TC[JFZ ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ H J0MNZF H. pHJLV[ KLV[P TC[JFZGL
ZÔ XF/FDF\ V[S H lNJ;GL CMI K[P TC[JFZGF VFU,F lNJ;[ J0MNZF H.V[ TM TC[JFZGL
;F\H[ GLS/J]\ H 50[ Ô[ ALÔ lNJ;[ GLS/J]\ CMI TM XF/FGL A[U4 I]lGOMD" JU[Z[ ,.G[ HJ\]
50[P VFD TC[JFZGM 5}Z[5}ZM VFG\N DF6L XSFTM GYLP Ý[D4 ;\:SFZ4 ,FU6L VF AW] ;\I]ST
S]8]\ADF\ JWFZ[ Ô[JF D/[ K[P
v zLDTL lN%TLAF V[DP DCFZF6F sCØ"lN5l;\C VG[ 5'yJLlN5l;\C4 Std.VII-B & IIIC, CBSEf
D VFHGF Z!DL ;NLGF I]UGL JFT SZLV[ —;\I]ST S]8]\AGL EFJGF˜ ,]%T YTL Ô[JF D/[ K[P
ßIF\ ßIF\ GHZ DF\0LV[ tIF\ A; —lJEST S]8]\AGL EFJGF˜G]\ H DCtJ JWL Zæ]\ K[P ;DFHDF\
S[8,FS :J[rKFV[ lJEST S]8]\AGL 5;\NUL SZTF CMI K[4 TM S[8,FS VlGrKFV[ lJEST
S]8]\AGL 5;\NUL SZTF CMI K[P H[ :+LVMV[ VlGrKFV[ lJEST S]8]\AGL 5;\NUL SZL CMI4
T[DGL TS,LOM S\.S H]NF H ÝSFZGL CMI K[P lJEST S]8]\ADF\ ZC[TL :+LVMGL TS,LOMG[
+6 ÝSFZDF\ JC[\RL XSFI os!f VFlY"S4 sZf SF{8]\lAS VG[ s#f ;FDFlHSP
v zLDTL T'l%T S[P 58[, slÝIF\X 58[,4 Std.V-A, CBSEf
(4) I am Grateful to My Father and Mother In-laws

C]\ DFZF ;F;]v;;ZFGL VFEFZL K]\ o
D I had a very special bond with my mother-in-law. She loved to cook and
passed on her recipes to all of us. She believed that any disagreement
should be discussed and talked out instead of it being kept bottled up and
then erupting into a fight. She has taught me to be a better wife, mother, a
better person most of all. What a special lady she is, warm, caring, kind, fun,
loving, supportive smart and finally and the most important of all, a great
friend. She has been one of the greatest blessings in my life. Mother is a
portrait of God. A son spends his own life with his mother, whereas the
daughter after marriage has to accept her husband's mother as her own.
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Even I did so. When I came to my in law family things were new for me. The
rituals, the method of working in the house, the way to welcome guests, were
unknown to me. My mother in law taught me all these things. If I have to go
out, I can do so with ease and without any worries as she takes care of the
children. In fact, my children during their growing up years slept with her in
her room so that I could get a calm and undisturbed sleep. Two years back
she had a paralysis attack and has not fully recovered, and has lost the partial
use of her left hand and leg, yet she is ever helpful, and there is no change in
her behavior.
Some people do not get the love of their mother, but I am lucky to get the
love of two mothers. It is not that she only loves me and helps me but she
scolds me for my mistakes, that too is her care for me. She has never
differentiated between me and her daughter. She considers me as her own
daughter. I am thankful to God for giving me such a wonderful mother -in-law.
She is the best gift my husband has given to me. Whenever I feel depressed,
I just walk to her room and talk to her, then the waters of life run smoothly, like
that of the running rivers. Mummy you are just the best! May God grant you
good health and a long life.
- Mrs. Urvashi Prajapati (Jay Prajapati, LKG-A,CBSE)
D "I am not perfect, lets both assume that the other is doing the best she
can" Mary Larmoyeux.
Very often listening to the conflicts between mother in law and daughter in
law, I wonder, why two woman who love one amazing man, can't put aside
their differences and live amicably together. What possibly could be the
reason for such behavior? Most of the times it could be insecurity or jealously.
However in all this situation they both lose their happiness and mental peace.
Both know that they have a special place in the man's life.
I still remember after a few days of my marriage, my mother in law whispered
to me: "Beta I am relieved and happy after you have come in my sons life.
Take care of him. In a few days I have realized that you are perfect for him."
These words overwhelmed me and till today I blush on remembering these
words. Today the most important thing I can do as a daughter in law for her
is that unconditionally love her son.
It is not my place to advice anyone but yet, I would like to share one thing with
all, please do not try to change your mother in law, accept her with all her
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eccentricities. If you are hurt or upset over anything she said or did, try and
bring up the topic in discussion and sort out the matter. Problems need to
be overlooked with grace and dignity. Make your mother in law feel that her
decisions matter and hold importance in your life. Do not ever make the
mistake of comparing her and your mother. Please remember, your children
need the love and affection and advice of their grandparents in their lives.
- Mrs. Nourin Patel (Teacher)
D Oh my mother- in-law ! I can't express my feelings to her nor do I find it easy
to write about her. I got married when I was just 21, I did not know how to
handle the family or run the house or how to cook. I was worried as my family
was now a joint family. My mother-in-law came as a ray of light in my life. As
a friend and guide she taught me all the ropes of handling the family, cooking
and how to manage the family on a low budget. She is my ideal, I salute her.
I am grateful to her for her support and guidance when I most needed it.
Thank you Mom.
- Mrs. Gulshankhan M Pathan (Laraib Khan, Std.IV-B,GSEB)
D lJT[,F HDFGFGL lO<D —;Z:JTLR\ã˜DF\ V[S ULTGL 5\lSTDF\ UJFI]\ K[ S[ "...lklqth esjh gS

eerk dh ewjr] firk tSlk llqjth dk cSl..." H[ DFZF ;F;]v;;ZF DF8[ IYF"Y K[P DFZF
l5TFGF jI;GL :JEFJG[ ,LW[ DFZL DFTFG]\ V5D'tI] YI[,P DFZL DFTFGF D'tI] ;DI[ C]\
B}A GFGL CTLP DFZL DFTFGF V5D'tI]YL DFZF DFDF DG[ D[;F/DF\ ,. UIF VG[ C]\ DM;F/
DF\ DFDFvDFDL 5F;[ DM8L Y.P DFZF DFDFvDFDLGM p5SFZ 56 DFZFYL E},L XSFI T[D
GYLP SFZ6 S[ DFDFGL VFlY"S l:YlT AC] ;FZL GCTL VG[ VtI\T UZLA 5lZl:YlTDF\ 56
DFZM pK[Z SZL DFZF ,uG YTF ;]WLGL TDFD HJFANFZL lGEFJLP DFZF ,uG VFD TM 7FlTGF
;D]C ,uGMt;JDF\ YI[,P VF ,uG DFZF DFDFvDFDL SZFJTF CMJFYL DFZF l5TFvEF.4
SFSFvSFSL S[ DFZF S]8]\AGL SM.56 jIlST ,uGÝ;\UDF\ VFJ[, GCLP H[ Ý;\U DFZF DF8[
ÒJGEZ E],L G XSFI T[JL N]oBN 38GF CTLP 56 VF N]oBN Ý;\UG[ ;]BDF\ O[ZJL N[JF
DFZF ;F;]v;;ZF T[DH DFZL ;F;ZL 5ÙGF TDFD S]]8]\ALHGMV[ 5MTFGL 5]+LGF ,uG CMI
T[ ZLT[ H DFZL ;FY[ T[DH DFDFvDFDLGF 50B[ pEF ZCL ,uGÝ;\UG[ VFG\N D\U,DI
AGFJL NLWMP VF Ý;\UGM VG]EJ E],L XSFI T[D GYLP DFZF ,uG ;DI[ DFZ] `J;]ZU'C
J0MNZF BFT[ CT]\ VG[ VDM ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ ZC[TF CTFP DFZF ;F;ZL 5ÙGF S]8]\AGL VFlY"S
l:YlT 56 ;FDFgI CTLP H[YL C]\ 56 S\.S jIJ;FI XLB]\ VG[ VFlY"S ZLT[ S]8]\AG[ DNN~5
YJF DF8[ DFZF ;F;]v;;ZF 36F H ÝItG SZTFP VDFZL 7FlTGF ~l-R]:T lZJFÔ[ VG[
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;FDFlHS lJZMWG[ 56 wIFGDF\ ,LWF lJGF DG[ aI]8L5F,"ZGM jIJ;FI XLBJJF DF8[ GF6F\
VG[ ;DIGM EMU VF5L ÝMt;FCG VF%I]\P DFZF ;;ZF ;FY[ VJFZvGJFZ :S}8Z p5Z
HJFG]\ YT]\ tIFZ[ SM.SJFZ DFZF ;;ZFGL VMlO;GF VM/BLTF D/[ TM T[VM DFZF ;;ZFG[
V[D SC[ S[ TDFZL VF ALÒ 5]+LGF ,uGDF\ H~ZYL AM,FJÔ[ —Ô[ S[ T[VMG[ C]\ 5]+JW] K]\ T[D
BAZ GCTL˜ VFJF Ý;\U[ DG[ B]AH VFG\N VFJTMP SFZ6 S[ 3ZDF\ 56 DG[ T[DGL 5]+L CMI
T[DH JT"G ZFBTF VG[ 36FG[ 5]+L TZLS[GL H VM/BF6 VF5TFP
;G[ Z__(v_)DF\ DFZF 5lTG[ E~RDF\ GMSZL D/TF C]\ DFZF 5lT VG[ 5]+L E~R ZC[JF
VFJL UIF VG[ ;F;]v;;ZF J0MNZF ZC[TFP H[YL DFZ[ Ý;\UM5FT E~Rv J0MNZF VFJJF
HJFG]\ YT]\P 5C[,F TM DFZF 5lT ;FY[ CMI TM VJZHJZ SZ]\P 56 DFZF ;F;]V[ DG[ V[S,F
VJZHJZ SZJF lC\DTJFG AGFJ[,LP H[YL 5KLYL C]\ V[S,L 56 D]];FOZL SZTF XLBL U.P
VFH[ SIF\S HJFG]\ YFI TM ,MS,4 V[S;Ý[; S[ ;]5ZOF:8 8=[GDF\ D];FOZL SZL XS]\ K]\ H[ DFZF
;F;]GF ÝItGYL XSI YI[, K[P VFJF ÝItG V[S DFTF 56 G SZL XS[ H[ DFZF ;F;]V[ SZL
ATFjI]\ K[P DFZF ;;ZF lGJ'¿ YTF\ CF,DF\ VDFZL ;FY[ ZC[ K[P VFYL OZL VD[ ;\I]ST
S]8]\ADF\ ZCLV[ KLV[ VG[ A5MZ[v;F\H[ VD[ AWF ;FY[ HDTF CMI 56 DFZF ;F;] 5C[,F
VDG[ UZDFvUZD EMHG HDF0[ VG[ tIFZAFN T[VM HDJF A[;[P DFZF ;F;] ßIFZ[ DFZL
YF/LDF\ HDJFG]\ 5LZ;[ tIFZ[ DFZL DF DFZL GHZ ;DÙ TZJZ[ K[P VFJF JFt;<I;EZ
VG]EJMG[ S[D[I SZL E],FI BZF m
v zLDTL ;\ULTF 5LP ZFH sz]lT ZFH4 WMP(vV4 U]PDFPf
D DFZF ,uGG[ Z5 JØ" 5]ZF YIF K[P DFZF ,uG YIF tIFZ[ VD[ ;\I]ST S]8]\ADF\ ZC[TF CTFP
WLZ[vWLZ[ YM0L ;D:IFVM 5[NF Y. VG[ VD[ V,U Y. UIFP 5Z\T] ;F;]DF ÝtI[ DG[ V[
;DI[ 56 B}AH VFNZEFJ VG[ DFG CT]\P H[ VFH[ 56 K[ VG[ ElJQIDF\ 56 ZC[X[ H
V[JM DG[ lJ`JF; K[P DFZF ;F;]DF ÝtI[ DG[ B}AH UJ" VG[ VlEDFG K[P VFH[ S\. 56
SFD CMI TM DFZF ;F;] DFZF 5lTG[ sV[DGF lNSZFG[f OMG GYL SZTF 5Z\T] DG[ OMG SZL DFZL
;FY[ H AWL JFT SZ[ K[P —5]+JW]˜ V[8,[ 5]+ SZTF\ 56 JW] V[JM VY" YFI H[ DFZF ;F;]V[
l;â SI]Å K[P C]\ H[8,]\ V[DG]\ DFG Ô/J]\ K]\ V[ 56 DG[ JW] TZLS[G]\ V[8,]\ H DFG VF5[ K[P
DFZF ;F;] DFZF VFNX" K[P DFZF ,uG YIF tIFZ[ TM DFZF J0;F;] 56 CTFP V[D6[ 56 DG[
B}AH Ý[D VF%IM K[P S]8]\ADF\ VF V[SH jIlST V[JL K[ H[GF DF8[ DG[ ,FU6L4 Ý[D4 VFNZ4
DFG K[P C]\ VFH[ H[ SF\. 56 K]\ T[ DFZF ;F;]DFG[ VFEFZL K]\P
v zLDTL 5gGFA[G ZF6F slÝI, ZF6F4 WMP(vA4 U]PDFPf
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(5) My Sister-Brother In-law ensures I Never Miss My Sister/Brother

DFZF G6\NvH[9 ;UF EF.qAC[GYL ;JFIF o
D Very often our relatives play such an important role in our lives, especially
when we need them the most but due to circumstances we do not have the
opportunity to thank them for being such an immense support in our hour of
need. I would like to thank my sister in law for the support she gave me when
I needed it the most. My husband and I had gone to our native with my four
year old son during summer break. He was a hyper active child and loved to
run around in the village. My in laws and we were sitting and chatting, when
as a surprise my brother came to visit us. My son was very fond of his uncle
and also of his bike. In his excitement, he ran forward and went to hug his
uncle and his bike, however the bike fell on his leg and he got badly injured.
His foot was literally dangling from the skin. In the village, we could not give
him the care he needed, so we rushed with him to Godhara Hospital. The
doctors said that till the swelling on the feet subsided nothing could be done.
After two days the swelling subsided and the doctor plastered it from thumb
to thigh and told me to take care of my son, as the injury was major but being
a child he would heal. However care had to be taken that there was no
stress on his feet. I as his mother had to ensure that he did not get up and run
around. That was going to be the difficult part, as it was vacation time.
After spending hours in hospital we reached home and the atmosphere was
a little somber. We had our lunch and throughout, I could feel tension in the
atmosphere. I thought that all were worried about my son but now things
would be okay. Slowly my sister in law said, " Your brother has met with an
accident and he has been taken to Ahmedabad". She further added "Do not
worry about your son, I shall take care of him. You go and see your brother
and to your parents need". My husband and I immediately decided to go to
Ahmadabad and see how he was. On the way, My husband came to know
the real truth of the situation and he slowly broke the news to me that my
brother had met with a fatal accident and was no more. One tragedy after
another and this a very bitter one. My brother had been coming to the village
to see prospective candidates for his marriage, and the cruel blow that life
had struck me and my family. My parents needed my support, but I was torn
between them and my injuried child as he too was in pain and needed me by
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his side. I however realized that my parents had broken down and needed
my support and strength. I was in a dilemma, my husband had to return to
work and how could he look after my son alone, especially at a time when he
needed his mother's tender and loving care.
My sister in law came to my rescue and she said "Bhabhi, you go and take
care of your parents in this cruel and much unexpected blow that life has hit
the family with. Do not worry about Ronak, I shall attend to all his needs and
take care of him." I was still hesitant; however very caringly and lovingly she
coaxed me and sent me to my parent's house. I stayed at my parent's home
as so many decisions had to be taken, rituals to be performed. No matter
what we do in life such irreparable losses cannot be healed, but time plays a
major role and life has to go on. It took me three months to settle matters. All
along my heart was in my mouth, wondering if Ronak was troubling his aunt
and if he would heal well. Thanks to the efforts of my sister in law, I could
support my parents when they needed me the most, and my son's leg also
healed and he became fighting fit. My sister in law donned my role in Ronak's
life at the time when he needed the comfort of his mother; she became his
friend, guide and God mother, all in one. Thank you so much for being there
when I needed you the most. I got a REAL sister in the form of sister-in-law.
- Mrs. Kokila P. Mehta (Kushal Mehta, Std. X, CBSE)
D V[S lNJ; ;F{ AF/SM ;D}CDF\ ZDL ZæF CTF\P VDFZF 3ZGF JF0FGM EFU B}A lJXF/P 3ZGL

ACFZ ZDJF HJFGL H~Z H G 50[P X[ZLGF\ AF/SM 56 VDFZF VF D[NFGGM 5}Z[5}ZM <CFJM
,[TFP V[ lNJ;[ AWF SFSFvDM8FGF\ l5TZF.VM lÊS[8GL ZDT ZDL ZæF CTFP DFCM, B}A
;Z; ÔdIM CTMP ;F{ V[SALÔ ;FY[ U],TFG AGL lÊS[8 D[RGM VFG\NYL DF6L ZæF CTFP
DFZM +6 JØ"GM 5]+ 56 N0FGL VF5v,[DF\ Ô[0FI[,M CTMP VDFZ[ tIF\ V[ JBT[ U[;ULhZGL
jIJ:YFG[ AN,[ 5FK/GF EFUDF\ 5F6L UZD SZJF DF8[ ç8GF R},F YTF\ VG[ R},FG[ 5JGYL
ARFJJF OZT[ 0aAFG]\ 5TZ]\ SF5LG[ SJZ SZJFDF\ VFJT]\P H[YL 5F6L UZD YFI tIFZ[ VluG
VFH]AFH] G O[,FI VG[ 5F6L h05YL UZD YFIP A5MZGM ;DI CTM V[8,[ R},M 9\0M 50L
UIM CTMP VRFGS N0FGF\ 5K0FJJFYL 5TZ]\ pK?I]\ VG[ ;LW]\ DFZF NLSZFGF\ GFSG[ H.
VO/FI]\P V[SFN lDlG8 AWFG[ SF\. ;DÔI]\ GCÄ4 5Z\T] YM0LJFZDF\ GFSDF\YL ,MCLGL WFZF
JC[JF ,FULP GÒS H.G[ Ô[TF\ DF,}D 50I]\ S[ GFS S5F.G[ ,8SL Zæ]\ CT]\P ZDTDF\ E\U
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50IMP ;F{ 0ZL UIFP DFZF H[9vlNIZ H[VM 3ZDF\ CTF T[ ;F{ lNSZFG[ CMl:58, ,. UIF\4
GFGS0L ;H"ZL SZJL 50LP VF ;DI[ DG[ DFZF AF/56DF\ YI[, N]3"8GF IFN VFJLP
,BM8L ZDTF\ ZDTF\ YF\E,F ;FY[ E8SF. HTF\ VF\BGL E|DZ 5F;[ ,MCLGL 8;ZM O}8L VG[ C]\
0ZYL A[AFS/L AGL U. CTLP DFZL VFU/ 5FK/ DFZF EF.VM éEF H CTF V[ H äxI
DFZF lNSZFG[ JFUJF ;FY[ 5]Go DFZF DGoRÙ]DF\ VFJL UI]\P VCL DFZF H[9vlNIZ DFZF
AF/SGL ;ZEZF SZJFDF\ jI:T CTF\P VF ;DI[ DG[ DFZF H[9vlNIZ DFZF EF. SZTF ;JFIF
;FlAT YIF CMI V[J]\ VG]EJFI]\P 5MTFGF 5[8GF H^IFG]\ TM AWF SZ[ 5Z\T] VF TM EF.G]\
;\TFG CMJF KTF\ V[S JFt;<I;EZ JFTFJZ6 DFZF 5lZJFZGF ;eIMGF jIJCFZDF\ :O]lZT
Y. Zæ]\ CT]\P
NJFBFG]\ CMI V[8,[ BR"G]\ TM 5}KJ]\ H X]\ ¦ C]\ tIFZ[ 3Z ;\EF/TL CTL 5lTGL VFJS CMl:58,GF
JWFZFGF AL,G[ 5CM\RL J/[ V[8,[ GCMTLP 5Z\T] VDFZF ;F{GF VFüI" JrR[ VF AL, SIFZ[
EZ5F. YI]\ VG[ SM6[ EZL NLW]\ V[ VFHlNG ;]WL C]\ Ô6L G XSL ¦ DG[ V[D S[ l5TF TZLS[
DFZF 5lTV[ H EI]Å CX[ ¦ VFJL lXT/ KFIF VF5GFZ J0,F H[JF 5FlZJFlZS ;\A\WM ;\I]ST
5lZJFZDF\ H XSI AG[ K[P VFlY"S ;\S/FD6 ;Z/TFYL C/JL AGL ÔI K[P :G[C;EZ4
;DH6 EI]Å4 ;F{CFN5}6" JFTFJZ6 ;FY[ S]8]\AMDF\ VF56]\ ÒJG WASL ZC[ K[4 DC[\SL ZC[ K[4
dCMZL é9[ K[P
v zLDTL ;ZMH V[;P ZF6F slXlÙSFf
(6) Grandparents : The heart of the family

NFNFvNFNL o S]8]\AG]\ ìNI o
D There are many things we can learn from the people around us, both in our
immediate circles and beyond.
My paternal grandfather experienced arthritis for many years, making it difficult
for him to engage himself in some seemingly simple activities, but he would
often be sure to prepare special treats for his grandchildren. I remember the
occasions when my grandparents returned home from Hajj, I went to Mumbai
Airport to receive them along with my whole family (Father, Mother, uncle
aunt…) They both would first kiss me in greeting before anything else. It was
such a seemingly small gesture and yet one that was also so sweet and
touching.Now I am living in the city but I keep my grandmother always with me.
- Mr. Imran Patel (Mahammed Patel, Std. V-A,CBSE)
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D In life we all have good and bad experiences. Our grandparents in fact give
us so much love and teach us many good things. I remember when I was 9
years old getting up early in the morning, going to school, and after that coming
home. My grandparents used to wait for me for lunch. My mother and aunty
would make khakhara, and my grandfather would give us milk and we all
would have milk and khakhara. That taste is unforgettable. After three years,
we all were separated and my grandparents went to stay with my uncle and
aunty. I miss my grandparents a lot. Grandparents are not only our family
members but they are life for us, they give us love, care and affection.
- Mrs. Kesha Modi (Teacher)
D DFZF 5lZJFZGF TDFD ;eIM C\D[XF V[SALÔ ;FY[ :G[CYL ;\S/FI[,F K[P DFZF ;DU|

5lZJFZGF ;eIMGF J8J'Ù ;DFG DFZF NFNFG[ C]\ SIFZ[ 56 E},L XS] T[D GYLP ßIFZ[ 56 C]\
GJZL 50] tIFZ[ DFZF NFNFGF ;\:DZ6MDF\ BMJF. Ôë K]\P 36L JBT V[JF VG]EJ YFI K[ S[
Ô6[ DFZF NFNF DFZL ;FD[ H CMI K[P VDFZF 5lZJFZG[ DF8[ NFNFÒ V[S W[3}Z J0,F H[JF
CTFP VDFZF S]8]\A T[DH :JHGMGF ;FZF DF9F TDFD Ý;\UMDF\ NFNFÒGL VJxI CFHZL
ZC[TLP T[VM ;\;FZGM DM8MvGFGM Hl8,DF\ Hl8, Ý;\U V[SND ;CH ZLT[ 5}ZM SZTF CTFP
C]\ GFGL CTL tIFZ[ ZMH ;JFZ[ VG[ ;F\H[ NFNFÒ DG[ OZJF ,. HTF CTFP Z:TFDF\ T[DGL
5F;[YL 7FGvlJ7FGGL VG[S JFTM ;F\E/JF D/TLP H[ VFH[ DFZF ÒJGG]\ VD}<I EFY]
AGL Zæ]\ K[P NFNFÒ A5MZGF ;DI[ VFZFD SZTF V[ l;JFI T[DGM ;3/M ;DI JF\RGv,[BG
VG[ ;DFZ\EDF\ 5;FZ YTMP V[DGL SFD SZJFGL WU; I]JFGMG[I XZDFJ[ T[JL CTLP T[YLH
VDFZFDF\YL SM. HZF H[8,L 56 VF/; NFBJ[ TM T[G[ NFNFÒ 95SM VF5TFP VFD KTF\
T[DGF\ ìNIDF\ TM VDFZF ;F{ ÝtI[ V5FZ JFt;<I H CT]\P VDFZFDF\YL SM. ALDFZ 50[ tIFZ[
T[VM B]AH A[R[G VG[ lR\TFT]Z Y. HTF\ VG[ ;FZF YTF\GL ;FY[ H VDFZL .rKFVM 5}ZL
SZTF\P
v zLDTL NÙFA[G RF{WZL sCØ" RF{WZL4 WMP(vA4 U]PDFPf
D ifjokj ÓCn fnekx esa vkrs gh ,d ,slk fp= vafdr g¨ tkrk gS ftlesa rLohj gS lcls
chp esa cSBs gq, mu O;fDr;¨a dh t¨ lcls T;knk vuqÒoh rÉk vknjÆh; gS] ftuds eu
esa vikj I;kj gS] t¨ ýkl rÉk foýkl gS ml fp= ds vU; lÒh O;fDr;¨a dh tSls
eEeh&ikik] pkpk&pkph] cqvk rÉk N¨Vs&cM+s eklwe ÒkbZ&cgu A ;g dYiuk gS gekjh
mez okyh ih<+h dh A ijarq tc vkt dh ih<+h vÉkZr vkt ds cPp¨a ls iwNk tk, fQj
muls muds ifjokj (My Family) dk fp= cukus ds fy, dgk tk, r¨ ifjÆke t¨ lkeus
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vkrk gS mlesa rhu&;k pkj O;fDr gh fnÂkbZ nsrs gS A
eEeh&ikik os Âqn vdsys ;k fQj N¨Vk ;k cM+k] ÒkbZ ;k cgu A blesa cPps dh d¨bZ
xyrh ugha gS] mlus r¨ ogh cuk;k t¨ mls fnÂkbZ nsrk gS A vkt ifjokj la;qDr de
lafÕIr T;knk g¨ x, gSa A dbZ ckj ekrk&firk ;g fÓdk;r djrs gSa fd gekjk cPpk lkjk
fnu Vh.oh. nsÂrk gSa ;k ohfM;¨ xse Âsyrk gS A ;g fÓdk;r vDlj ,sls ifjokj ls vkrh
gS t¨ cgqr gh N¨Vk (Nuclear) gS A ,sls esa og cPpk Vh.oh.] ohMh;¨ xse d¨ viuk caÌq
rÉk lÂk eku ysrk gS A vxj ekrk&firk dkedkth g¨ rc r¨ ckr v©j Òh fujkyh g¨
tkrh gS vÉkZr ^Roeso ekrk p firk Roeso] Roeso caÌq p lÂk Roeso*
ifjokj ;fn la;qDr g¨ tgk¡ cPps ds lkÉ mlds Âqn ds ÒkbZ&cgu u lgh ijarq vxj
ppsjs ÒkbZ&cgu g¨ rc r¨ cPps dk le; mlds lkÉ Âsyus] yM+us] >xMus esa gh O;frr
g¨ tkrk gS A jgh lgh dlj r¨ nknk&nknh dh dgkfu;k¡ gh iwjh dj nsrh gS A eSa ,d ,sls
ifjokj ds ckjs esa tkurh gw¡ tgk¡ ,d Nr ds uhps …‡ y¨x vÉkZr pkj ihf<+;k¡ ,d lkÉ
jgrh gS A fdruh ÂqÓulhc gS ml Nr ds uhps jgusokyh lcls N¨Vh ih<+h ftUgsa rhu
ih<+h;¨a dk vuqÒo o ekxZnÓZu çkIr g¨rk gS A dbZ ckj ;g Òh g¨rk gS fd fdlh dkjÆoÓ
¼u©djh vkfn½ gekjs ifjokj dk vkdkj N¨Vk g¨ tkrk gS gesa vius la;qDr ifjokj ls nwj
jgdj viuk lafÕIr ifjokj clkuk iM+rk gS ijarq ;g r¨ g¨ gh ldrk gS fd oÔZ esa de
ls de ,d ;k n¨ ckj tkdj ge vius ifjokj tgk¡ nknk&nknh gS] pkpk&pkph gS] cqvk
gS] ppsjs ÒkbZ&cgu muds ikl tkdj dqN le; lkÉ esa O;frr djsa rkfd gekjk cPpk
vius mij¨Dr gd d¨ ik lds A
& Jherh l¨uy nqvk ¼fÓfÕdk½
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Our students have also whole heartedly contributed a lot on the topic
and we have received many articles. Due to paucity of space, we
have not been able to include all, but have made an attempt to include
as many as we possibly could, as given below :
ARTICLES WRITING :Topics suggested for Students - (1) The
vacations I enjoyed with my grandparents (2) I Miss my grandfather (3)
The pampering I get from my grandparents (4) Living in the city without
my grandparents (5) My grandparents : My ideal (6) The days I spent in
the village with our joint family (7) If I had had the pleasure of living with my
grandparents (8) I learnt from my grandfather (9) The epitome of grace
and dignity : My grandmother (10) My Aunty / Uncle my friend and guide.

Feelings shared by Students
(1) The best days I enjoyed with my grandparents

DFZF NFNFvNFNL ;FY[ DF6[, p¿D lNJ;M o
D My grandparents are my friends since childhood. I have no secrets from
them and tell them everything. I ask my grandmother a lot as she herself been
a girl at one time and also brought up her own children through experiences in
her life. She has taught me many things. My grandparents are my guide, friends,
and teacher. I learn new things by enjoying their company. My grandfather is a
man full of wisdom and he guides everyone in the house.
- Yashika Varma (Std. IV-A, GSEB)
D The days I spent with my grandparents are equal to the golden days of my
life. The precious moments of learning to walk with my small fingers clutching
my grandmother's hand, riding horseback on my grand father's back. I
remember, I always used to sleep in my grandmother's lap. Going to the
garden and playing with them and a regular halt at the local jalebi wallas
shop and chomping on hot jalebis. Then off to the house, for delicious mouth
watering dinner by my five star Chef "My Grandmother" Then home work
under the guidance of my grandfather very playfully and lovingly taught by
him. After taking dinner listening to the golden words of my grandmother, her
stories which seemed better to me than Thomas Hardy's.
- Karma J. Patel (Std. VIII-A,CBSE)
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D ßIFZ[ DdDL SC[ K[ S[ CJ[ VF56[ J[S[XG DF8[ NFNFvNFNLGF 3Z[ HJFG]\ CMI K[ tIFZ[ VDFZM

VFG\N AD6M Y. ÔI K[P CJ[ VD[ V[ lNJ;GM .T[ÔZ SZLV[ KLV[ S[ SIF lNJ;[ NFNFvNFNLGF
3Z[ 5CM\RLX]\ VG[ DhF SZLX]\ m V\T[ .gT[ÔZGL 5/M BTD Y. ÔI K[ VG[ UF0LDF\ A[;LG[
VD[ VDFZF UFD[ H.V[ KLV[P VDG[ H[8,M VFG\N NFNFvNFNLG[ Ô[.G[ YFI K[ T[GFYL RFZ
U6M VFG\N T[DG[ VDG[ D/TF YFI K[P VDFZ]\ VFB]\ S]8]\A tIF\ E[U]\ YFI K[P VD[ VFB]\
J[S[XG tIF\ ZCLV[ K[P ßIFZ[ VDG[ VDFZL NFNL H]V[ K[ tIFZ[ T[DGL VF\BMDF\YL B]XLGF
VF\;] JC[ K[4 T[GM VG]EJ VDG[ YFI K[P VD[ ßIFZ[ UFD H.V[ KLV[ tIFZ[ NFNL VDG[
:JFlNQ8 VG[ X]â 3LGL ;]\NZ JFGULVM AGFJLG[ BJ0FJ[ K[P p5ZF\T ;JFZv;F\H VD[ :J:Y
ZCLV[ T[GF DF8[ UFIG]\ N}W 5LJ0FJ[ K[ NFNF VDG[ B[TZ[ ,. ÔI K[P T[VM VDG[ VGFH VG[
hF0v5FGGL VM/B SZFJ[ K[P YM0FS ZD]Ò 8}RSF 56 SC[ K[P ZF+[ NFNL JFTF" ;\E/FJ[ K[P
v CØ" V[DP 58[, sWMP(vA4 U]PDFPf
(2) I Miss my grandfather

NFNFÒ4 TD[ DG[ B}A IFN VFJM KM o
D DFZF S]8]\ADF\ 5F\R ;eIM K[P NFNL4 5%5F4 DdDL4 EF. VG[ C]\ 5MT[P DFZF NFNF 56 CTF

5Z\T] T[VMG]\ VJ;FG Y. UI]\ CT]\P VF VDFZF S]8]\ADF\ B}A H N]oBGL 38GF CTLP ßIFZ[ C]\
GFGL CTL tIFZ[ T[VM DFZL ;FY[ ZDTF4 3ZDF\ ;F{YL GFGF NLSZFGL GFGL KMSZL C]\ CTLP T[YL
T[VM DG[ B}A H JCF, SZTF CTFP ßIFZ[ RMDF;FGL kT] VFJTL tIFZ[ VD[ JZ;FNDF\ gCFTF
VG[ NFNF ;FY[ B}A VFG\N DF6TFP ßIFZ[ pGF/M VFJTM tIFZ[ T[VM VDFZF DF8[ S[ZL ,FJTFP
5Z\T] VRFGS T[DG[ ÙIGM ZMU YIM VG[ T[DG]\ VJ;FG YI\] tIFZ[ C]\ GFGL CTLP T[YL DG[
AC] TM IFN GYLP VFH[ 56 C]\ SC]\ K]\ S[ NFNFÒ TD[ DG[ B]A IFN VFJM KM ¦
NFNFGM 0\UMZM ,LWM4 T[GM TM D[\ 3M0M SLWM4 3M0M RF,[ Z}Dh}D4 WZTL W|]H[ WDWD4
WD WD WZTL YFTL ÔI4 DFZM 3M0M S}NTM ÔI4 S}NTF S}NTF VFJ[ SM84 SM8 S}NLG[ D]S[ NM8 ¦
v C[DF\ULGL ;LS,LUZ sWMP(vA4 U]PDFPf
(3) The pampering I get from my grandparents

DFZF NFNFvNFNL 5F;[YL DG[ D/[, jCF, o
D My grandparents are the world's best couple. They are very caring and loving
with everyone. Whenever my parents scolded me they were a protective
wall. They were not from a rich background but they ensured that their children
studied and tried to fulfill all their wishes. They live with us and I am very much
blessed that from the whole family they decided to stay with us. My
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grandfather has worked very hard and my grandmother also ran the house
very well and saved some money. My grandfather tells me moral stories which
help me. My grandmother shows me how to do the household work.
- Stuti M Mavani (Std.X, GSEB)
D C]\ GFGM CTM tIFZ[ DFZF NFNFvNFNL DG[ Ý[DYL BJ0FJTF v l5J0FJTF VG[ ZF+[ DW]Z :JZDF\

,MZL UF. DG[ ;]J0FJTFP T[VMGM Ý[DF/ CFY DG[ SFID ;]B XF\lT VF5TM CTMP AF/56DF\
C]\ 36M G8B84 TMOFGL CTM 5Z\T] B}A H ,F0,M CTM T[YL 36L AWL RLHJ:T]VM H[JL S[
ZDS0F4 N}WGL XLXL4 N0M4 A[8 lJU[Z[ V[DGL 5F;[YL ÒN SZLG[ D[/JTM V[8,]\ GlC T[VM 56
DFZL ;FY[ AF/S AGL ZDTF CTFP XF/FDF\ HJFGF lNJ;MDF\ T[VM H DG[ ;JFZDF\ JC[,F
p9F0TF4 :GFG SZFJTF4 N}WvGF:TM SZFJTF V[8,]\ H GlC DG[ ,[XG SZJFDF\ 56 DNN
SZTFP T[VM XF/FV[YL K}8LG[ G VFJ]\ tIF\ ;]WL 3ZGL ACFZ éEF ZCL DFZL ZFC Ô[TF VG[
VFJTF H Ý[DYL q jCF,YL R]\AGMGM JZ;FN JZ;FJTFP ;F\H[ VD[ ;FY[ H HD6 HDTF T[VM
DG[ BM/FDF\ ,. jCF,YL DFY[ CFY O[ZJL BJ0FJTFP ZF+[ 56 C]\ NFNFvNFNLGL DwIDF\ H.
;}. HTM CTMP DFZF NFNFvNFNL U|[HI]V[8 CM. SFID DG[ B}A E6JFGL 8SMZ SZTF VG[
jCF,YL SC[TF A[8F lRZFI] DM8M Y. S]8]\AG]\ GFD ZMXG SZH[ GFGF EF.G[ 56 E6FJH[P
VFJF K[ DFZF NFNFvNFNLPPP N]lGIFGF A[:8 NFNFvNFNLP
v lRZFI] V[;P ÔNJ sWMP)4 U]PDFPf
(4) Living without my grandparents

NFNFvNFNL JUZG]\ 3Z o
D GFGF AF/SG[ T[DGF NFNFvNFNL ;FY[ ZC[JFG]\ B}A H UDT]\ CMI K[P NFNL DF8[ ACFZYL O},

,FJJFGF4 NFNLGM CFY 5S0L ZMH D\lNZ ,. ÔJ tIF\YL 5FKF VFJM4 NFNFG[ NZZMH T[DGM
B[; VF5JFGM4 NZZMH T[DG[ Ý6FD SZL VFXLJF"N ,[JFGF4 NFNL 5F;[ H. ;\TF. HJFGL4
;F\H[ NFNF S\.S ,FjIF CMI T[D T[DGL 5F;[ NM0LG[ ,FJJFGL4 5%5F SF\. AM,[ T[ 5C[,F
NFNFvNFNL 5F;[ H. ;\TF.G[ 5%5FG[ 0F\8 BJ0FJJFGL4 ZFT[ NFNL 5F;[YL V[S JFTF" ;F\E/LG[
H ê3JFG]\4 ZÔGF lNJ;DF NFNFGL 5L9 5Z A[;L 3M0M ZDJFGL4 NFNL ;FY[ GFGLvGFGL ZDT
ZDJFGL B}A H DÔ VFJTL CTLP NFNFvNFNL JUZG]\ ÒJG B}A V3]Z\] ,FU[ K[P Ý[D4 :G[C4
jCF, G CMI TM T[ AF/SG]\ ÒJG B}A H BF,L ,FU[ K[P
v lÝI, S[P ZF6F sWMP(vA4 U]PDFPf
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(5) My grandparents : My ideal

DFZF NFNFvNFNL DFZF VFNX" o
D Everything my grandma does,
Is something special made with love.
She takes time to add the extra touch,
That says " I love you very much".
She fixes wounds with a kiss and a smile,
And tells good stories in grandma's style.
It's warm and cozy in her lap,
For secret telling or a nap.
- Mukund (Std.VII-A,GSEB)
D VF56[ VFNX"GM VY" SF-LV[ TM VF56[ SM.GF ÒJGDF\YL VF56[ SF\. XLBJF D/[ T[G[

VFNX" SC[JFI K[P DFZ[ DF8[ DFZF NFNFvNFNL VFNX" K[P DFZF NFNF VG[ DFZL NFNLV[ ÒJGDF\
36F\ AWF\ ;\3ØM" DFZF NFNF E6JF DF8[ !5 lSPDLP RF,LG[ E~R XC[ZGL SM,[HDF\ HTFP
DFZF NFNFG[ E6JF DF8[ VFJL TF,FJ[,L Ô[. D[\ VF Ý;\UG[ D[ DFZF ÒJGDF\ VFNX"~5L
S\0FZL ,LWM K[P VFHSF,GF KMSZFVM XF/FYL 3Z V[S S[ A[ lSPDLP N}Z CMI TM 56 T[ JFG
VYJF ZLÙFDF\ HTF CMI K[P NFNFGL VF 8[J DFZ[ DF8[ ;\EFZ6]\ K[P DFZF NFNL 5C[,F lXlÙSFGL
GMSZL SZTF\P T[VM AF/SG[ 5MTFGL 3Z[ lGoX]<S ZLT[ E6FJTF VG[ pßHJ/ ElJQI AGFJJF
8[SM VF5TFP VF AWF Ý;\UM NFNFvNFNLGF DFZF DF8[ VFNX"~5 AGL UIF K[P
v ZFW[X V[DP 58[, sWMP(vA4 U]PDFPf
(6) The days I spent in the village with our joint family

;\I]ST S]8]\A ;FY[ lJTFJ[, IFNUFZ lNJ;M o
D Joint family the word itself conveys the message of oneness; I am blessed
and proud to have experienced this oneness, when I was living in my native
"Nagpur", with my extended family. Those days were wonderful and will
always be treasures of my life. In my family I was mostly attached to my
grandparents. When I started going to school my grandfather dropped me
to the school bus and picked me up from the bus after the school was over.
My grandmother taught us to help others. She told us stories and she also
helped us in our studies. She taught us shlokas and mantras, which are
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useful to us. After some years my father got transferred and I came to a new
city. I had lived in a houseful of people and hence was not used to living
alone, now I was all alone with my three sisters. I always wish that God gives
me a chance to again live the same enjoyable life with my joint family.
- Mitali Pawade, (Std. IX, CBSE)
D DFZM :JEFJ XZDF/ V[8,[ JST'tJ XlSTG[ BL,JJF DF8[ 3Z[ AWFH ÝMt;FCG VF5[ 56

V[S ÝSFZGM DGDF\ 0Z A[;L UIM CTMP DFZL VF BFDLG[ N}Z SZJF XlGvZlJGF lNJ;[ VG[
VD]S Ý;\UM5FT 3ZDF\ V[S GFGS0]\ VFIMHG SZFT]\P H[G]\ GFD VD[ VF%I]\ K[ —8[,[g8vXM˜
H[DF\ NZ[S jIlSTV[ 5MTFG]\ 8[,[g8 sVFJ0Tf ATFJJFGLP H[DF\ AF ULTM UFTL4 DdDL T[GF
Z;M.GL Z[;L5L H6FJTL4 5%5F Ô[S; ;\E/FJTF4 SFSF JFTF" ;\E/FJTF4 NLNL 0Fg; SZTLP
VF AWFG[ Ô[.G[ DG[ 56 Ý[Z6F D/L S[ VF56FDF\ ZC[,L VFJ0TG[ ZH} SZJL B}A H~ZL K[P
DFZF NFNFGM V[ HgD lNJ; CTM G[ C]\ WMPZ DF\ VeIF; SZTL CTLP VF H ZLT[ —8[,[g8vXM˜GL
ZDh8 ÔDL CTLP D[ 5C[,LJFZ 3ZGF ;eIMGL ;FD[ —U],FAL4 U],FAL KM8L ;L 5ZL˜ VlEGI
ULT ZH} SI]Å CT]\P A; V[ lNJ;YL DFZL lCdDT B],L U. VG[ DFZM :8[H OLIZ N}Z Y. UIMP
v VG]Q9F ALP ÔNJ sWMP#vA4 U]PDFPf
D VDFZF ;\I]ST S]8]\AGL EFJGF TM V[JL S[ VD[ +6 AC[GM4 V[S EF. VG[ SFSFGL A[ NLSZLVM4
V[S NLSZM 56 SM6 SMGF ;\TFG T[GM 36LJFZ DC[DFGMG[ 56 Ý`G Y. 50TMP DFZF l5TFGM
V[DGF EF. DF8[GM VGgI Ý[D T[ S[JM m ;JFZ[ DFZF SFSF é9IF 5C[,F DFZF 5%5F RFGM S5
56 G ,[ VG[ SFSF ACFZ UIF CMI TM T[VMGF 3Z[ VFJTF 5C[,F HDJFGL JFT GCÄP T[ H
ZLT[ SFSFG]\ V[DGF ÝtI[G]\ DFG ;FRJJ]\P VF ;J"GL ;FÙL C]\ B]N H VF 5/MG[ IFN SZ]\ K]\P
DFZF DdDLv5%5FGF DFZF SFSFvSFSLGL Ô[0[ GF ;F9 JØ"G]\ SM.56 V5[ÙF JUZG]\ pWDL
ÒJG DFZ[ DF8[ Ý[Z6FNFIL ÛQ8F\T AGL ZC[T]\P
v V\H,L V[;P 58[, sWMP PPPPPPPP4 U]PDFPf
(7) If I had had the pleasure of living with my grandparents

Ô[ DG[ 56 NFNFvNFNL ;FY[ ZC[JFGM VFG\N D?IM CMT TM o
D DFZF NFNFvNFNL ;FY[ DG[ ZC[JFGM VFG\N D?IM GYLP Ô[ T[DGL ;FY[ ZC[JF D?I]\ CMT TM C]\

VG[ DFZF NFNFvNFNL ;FY[ é9L ZMH ;JFZ[ 5}Ô5F9 SZTP DG[ XF/FV[ D}SJF VFJTFP DG[
DFZF U'CSFI"DF\ 56 DNN SZTP ZÔVMDF\ C]\ ACFZ OZJF\ ÔTP T[DGF ÒJGGL ;FZL 8[JM
DFZF ÒJGDF\ pTFZT VG[ T[DGL 5F;[YL C]\ VG[S J:T] XLBL XSTLP
v ZFHJL V[P T0JL sWMP(vA4 U]PDFPf
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(8) I learnt from my grandfather

C]\ DFZF NFNFvNFNL 5F;[YL XLbIM S[PPPP o
D C]\ NZ lNJF/L VG[ pGF/FGF J[S[XG NFNFGF 3Z[ ZC[JF HTLP DFZL NFNL AC] E6[,L GYL 56

DFZFDF\ S[/JFI[,L ;FZL 8[JM T[DG[ H VFEFZL K[P 5MTFG]\ SFD RMS;F.YL SZJ]\ Ô[.V[P
JFTF"VM AMW~5L VG[ ÒJGDF\ pTFZJF H[JL CMI K[P DFZL NFNL N[BFN[BLYL V\Ô.G[ SM.
5U,\] G ,[TLP DFZF NFNF ;NFI ÝJ'l¿DI ZC[ K[P ;JFZ[ JC[,F é9L RF,TFvRF,TF N[J
D\lNZ[ NX"G SZJF ÔI K[P T[DG[ ;DFRFZ VG[ lÊS[8 D[R Ô[JFGM B}A VFG\N VFJ[ K[P NFNF
SIFZ[S VDG[ A[vRFZ lNJ;GF ÝJF;[ ,. ÔI VG[ GJFvGJF :Y/M ATFJL T[GM DlCDF
;DÔJ[P DFZF NFNFG[ SIFZ[I D[\ U]:;[ YTF Ô[IF GYLP SM.G[ 95SM VF5JM CMI TM T[G[
jIlSTUT AM,FJLG[ D'N]TFYL VF5[P
v lNIF ÒP 58[, sWMP(vA4 U]PDFPf
(9) The epitome of grace and dignity : My grandmother

DFZF NFNFvNFNL V[S pDNF jIlSTtJ o
D Grandparents know us more than we know ourselves. They have seen our
parents grow and then help our parents to bring us up. We should always
respect them, their experience, their values, and the love they have for us. Of
course a person needs one to care for him/her when he/she is growing up.
And such a family where all are together and care for each other will surely
ensure better bringing up of all of us as well as our siblings. My mom and my
dad both work. And when I come home, my granny waits for me at the door
and she always takes the place of my parents. She never lets me feel the
absence of my parents. Once my granny and granddad wanted to go for a
pilgrimage. My mom-dad appreciated the decision of my grandparents. My
granny and mom felt that I was grown up enough to take the responsibility of
myself as well as my younger sister and my home. In their absence I realized
what truly the value of having granny near me was. I realized the meaning of
the phrase that "nobody understands the value of a person till he/she is not
there for you". I learned to carry out my allotted work and responsibly took
care of my sister and my home. But, the loving cushion of my granny was
missed badly. I found myself waiting for her return. It was then, that I realized
how close I had grown to her. It was not only her care but her presence, her
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smiling face to welcome us home, her rapt attention to all that we had to
share. She is always there for us, silently but strongly. Parents show us the
harsh reality of life but grandparents provide us a comfort zone, which is full
of love, care and affection.
- Rahil D. Patil (Std. IX, CBSE)

(10) My Aunty-Uncle my friend and guide

DFZF SFSFvSFSLqDFDFvDFDLqDF;FvDF;LqO]VFvOM. DFZF lD+ VG[ DFU"NX"S o
D As a child whenever I read story books and read about the wicked aunt , I
always felt hurt as my fui - my fathers younger sister , is my favourite in the
family. She has taught me how to fly kites, how to ride the cycle and always
helped me. She has an ever smiling face and kind eyes. I remember when
I was small, she used to toss me in the air and then catch me in her arms.
She brought chocolates for me and sometimes, inspite of my parents getting
angry with her for spoiling me she still, bought little gifts for me. She is like
an elder sister who I have always longed for but she does not fight with me
like other elder sisters . Now, in fact, since my elder brother had gone to
college for studies, I am alone with my parents at home. Whenever aunty
comes home, I am very happy because she always plays with me, tells me
stories , gets games and books for me. I remember an incident few years
back, when I was accompanying her on a trip and had saved Rs. 50/- from
my pocket money for a gift for her. I went from shop to shop searching for a
gift for her, but could not find anything in the little amount of money that I had.
Luckily, I walked into the next shop and there I found something for the amount
I had and I happily gave her the gift. She accepted it with surprise and
pleasure. It was only later, whilst she was sharing this tale with my mother
that I came to know that my aunt had seen my frantic coming and goings in
different shops and realized the problem. In the next shop, prior to my entering
the shop she had told the shopkeeper to give me whatever I wanted for Rs.
50/- and then she would pay the balance without my knowledge. Who else
but a generous and loving elder sister like aunt, could have thought of this?
She always shares her childhood stories with me, and I too can tell her all
my difficulties. Thank you Fui, for always being there for me.
- Kushal P. Mehta (Std. X-C, CBSE)
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"Save Joint Family" Activity Reports
One song can spark a moment, One flower can wake a dream.
One tree can start a forest, One smile begins a friendship.
One start can guide a ship at sea, One sunbeam lights a room.
One candle wipes out darkness, One laugh will conquer gloom.
One step will start a journey, One word will start a prayer.
One hope will raise a spirit, One touch can show we care.
The same way, one start can make many nuclear families into one single
joint family. So, we conducted activities based on "Save Joint family." Many
creative and interesting activities were conducted to reach out to the hearts of
the children, parents and grandchildren. In today's times, most live in a nuclear
family, hence this enabled to awaken the spirit of living in a joint family and
lead a life which shows caring and sharing.
We organize different activities based on values and aspects to reach out
to society. As part of this we decided to focus on " Save Joint Family". In India
we live connected as a family, family is not only wife, husband and children,
but also grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins' etc.
This trend is changing of late. People have started living in nuclear families.
To nurture the thought of joint family, we conducted different activities.
The following activities were arranged for Std. I & II :
Making Family Tree (Dt. 24/06/2015) : The children had to make a family
tree and either stick the photograph of their family or draw their picture. All
children participated and made their trees very creatively. This enabled them
to know all family members as now mostly this generation lives in nuclear
families. Some children had not even realized that there were so many members
in their family.
Card Making (Dt. 15/07/2015) : Nowadays the culture of sending cards
has become very rare. People wish each other on the social media sites.
However the thrill of receiving and giving a card is unique. A handmade card is
more appreciated. However, we used a little variety. We asked children to use
waste materials to prepare cards for their family members. The cards were
prepared in different shapes and sizes. Some drew on the cards. They wrote
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the name of the family member to whom they wanted to give the card. The
teachers found it difficult to judge the winners. All the small ones had prepared
these cards using their immense creativity.
Singing Competition (Dt. 22/07/2015) : Children had to sing songs which
were based on family and family relations. A plethora of songs were presented
happily and melodiously.
Mono Acting (Dt. 05/08/2015) : Children often like to enact someone in
the family. They also wish to imitate them. The children came dressed like the
person, they were to enact. All enacted very well, so we came to know, whom
the children love the most and in whose company they are comfortable.
Worksheet (Dt. 19/08/2015) : The worksheet was framed in such a manner
and with simple basic questions, which children should know about their families.
These questions were based on general information of family members and
the relationships in the family.
Letter Writing (Dt. 02/09/2015) : Children had to write a letter to their
grandparents, on a post card. Today mostly children are not in the habit of
writing letters. They learnt how to write & how to post letters. They came to
know what a post office is and how it works.
Paper Bag Making (Dt. 14/10/2015) : Paper bags were to be made using
newspapers and decorative materials. The children made wonderful bags and
gifted them to their family members. This showed the love and affection they
had for the family, along with a lesson to conserve environment.
Handkerchief Painting (Dt. 28/10/2015): Beautiful designs were painted
on plain handkerchiefs, using water colors, potatoes, lady fingers, onions etc.
Beautiful prints and designs were made and the handkerchiefs were gifted to
the grandparents.
The following activities were arranged for Std. III, IV & V :
Family Tree Making (Dt. 01/07/2015) : Today most often families are
nuclear, to encourage the children to know who their family members are, we
decided that children make a family tree wherein they drew or stuck pictures of
their family member. The children very enthusiastically, participated in this and
made wonderful family trees.
Singing Songs or Poems (Dt. 15/07/2015) : The children sang songs
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expressing their love and respect for their grandparents in different languages.
It was fun to watch them doing cute imitations in their songs.
Photo Frame Making (Dt. 19/07/2015) : Children made decorative photo
frames, using different materials and decorated them with shells, beads and
coloured and painted on them. They then inserted the photos of their
grandparents in it and gifted it to them.
Story Telling (Dt. 12/08/2015) : Our grandparents often tell us stories and
we learn values and morals from them. Children had to narrate a story told to
them by their grandparents in two minutes time and they were to do so in English.
This encouraged them to narrate incidents and it was evident how much they
had imbibed from the folklore told to them by their grandparents.
Creative Writing (Dt. 26/08/2015) : Children often remember incidents which
happened when they were small. To encourage the habit of creative writing in
them from a small tender age, this activity was organized so that children could
recall the emotionally happy memories they had shared with their grandparents.
Card Making (Dt. 09/09/2015) : Grandparents play an important role in our
life and lay down a strong character base. In a way they are the first teachers in
the school of life. The children were to make cards on the theme " My
grandparents, my Guru" and write some message on it. Truly the emotions put
down by the children, brought tears to our eyes and gladdened the hearts of
their grandparents.
Stone Painting (Dt. 14/10/2015) : In ancient India most of our drawings
and paintings were done on stones. This art is slowly vanishing. Hence, we
encouraged the children to paint on stones and gift the same to their
grandparents. The drawings were artistically done and some even wrote small
messages on it.
Handkerchief Designing (Dt. 21/10/2015) : Children used colourful threads
and embroidered short messages on handkerchiefs and gifted it to their
grandparents. The grandparents were overwhelmed at the feelings and the
artistic designs made by the children.
The following activities were arranged for Std. VI & VII :
Poster Making (Dt. 01/07/2015) : The theme was save Joint family. The
children drew wonderful paintings depicting life in a joint family. The slogans
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written by them were very attractive.
Poem Recitation (Dt. 15/07/2015) : The poems were to be recited in
different languages. The children expressed the true feelings about living in a
joint family. Some children, who did not have experience of living in joint families
too expressed their desire to live in the joint family, through their poems.
Family Photo Album (Dt. 12/08/2015) : The children were asked to make
creative albums using old photos and craft paper. The children not only collected
old photographs but they related the memorable moments to their teachers
and their classmates.
Quiz Competition (Dt. 26/08/2015) : To inculcate in the children the feeling
of togetherness with family, Students were asked questions based on chronology
of famous families , historical personalities etc.
Elocution (Dt. 09/09/2015) : The children spoke on the most enjoyable
days spent with their family . They spoke about the sweet and unforgettable
memories with their families. They shared their feelings with deep emotions &
sensitivity.
Skit Competition (Dt. 14/10/2015) : Students prepared a skit showing the
two aspects of society, Nuclear family & Joint family. The children showcased
the different problems faced in a nuclear family like, all the work has to be done
independently, whereas in the joint family everyone works together and as a
result of which responsibilities are shared.
Card Making (Dt. 28/10/2015) : In this activity students prepared greeting
cards or thanksgiving cards for their family members other than parents. After
diwali vacation they even brought the photographs of those moments when
they gifted these cards to them.
The following activities were arranged for Std. VIII, IX & X :
Letter Writing (Dt. 12/08/2015) : Today in times, when with the advent of
social media even talks on the mobiles have become a thing of the past, all are
texting and messaging and keeping in touch with each other. This generation
has practically no experience of writing an actual letter or receiving a letter from
anyone. The joy of writing a letter or receiving one is unsurpassable. We asked
the students to write letters to their grandparents and other elders whether they
were living with them or not. The children penned down their feelings and some
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even read out their letters to the grandparents and asked them to reply to them.
Some students from different other states eagerly awaited the reply from their
grandparents. The letters from the grandparents were read in class and it was
indeed a poignant moment to get in touch with the feelings which were expressed
by the children. Children realized the joy and need of living in a joint family.
Slowly for some students it became a regular way of life and many still continue
to write letters to their grandparents, if they do not stay with them.
Photo Collage (Dt. 26/08/2015) : Collages of different photos of the times
spent with the family, picnics, fun moments at home, birthday celebrations,
wedding celebrations, and get-togethers were made. Photos of grandparents,
aunts, uncles', cousins, all in different moods, shapes and sizes, wonderfully
collaged, bringing out the essence of living together as a family. This activity
convinced many that there is joy in living in a joint family.
Poem Composition (Dt. 09/09/2015) : The children penned down their
feeling with such empathy that the teachers were put into a pensive mood.
Students have written down about the times they spent with grandparents, they
have written about joy, sadness, fear, love, laughing, caring etc. Some prize
winning poems by budding authors are given below :
POEM
If you live with your joint family
Do you live with your joint family?
Then you will be happy together with your super family.
You will be supported to be strong.
Grandpa will teach you that you should face life patiently
Grandma will teach you to talk to elders politely.
Papa will teach with sincerity, Mom will take care of you nicely.
Brother/Sister will help your boredom fly, Cousins will help complete homework
easily.
Uncle will talk about money matters normally; aunts will make your life lively
If you live with your joint family, then your wishes will come true automatically.
Lastly if you live with your joint family You will live life smartly
- Ashish Choudhury (Std. X-B)
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I had a dream
Mom, do you know whilst sleeping besides you yesterday night, I noticed from
the window,
The stars which were bright and twinkling, and peeping at me,
They resembled the twinkling eyes of my granny. Then I had a dream, a dream
of joy.
I saw a small boy walking in lush green farms with an old man holding his
hands.
The hands were garnered and wrinkled, but the smile on his face was wondrous.
Do you know who was the little boy, it was me?
The old man was telling me a story of past glory,
I was smiling with joy and listening to the man. I was happy and satisfied.
Mom, I want this dream to be real, please bring me up with a joint family
It's my prayer to you please do it willingly.
- Madhurima Ghosh (Std. IX-A)
Golden Opportunity
Joint family culture is now a day's not found, it was ideal and placed very sound,
It had made a long full circle and round, now it has disappeared and lost ground.
Parents presence has become unwanted and disliked.
People wish to have their own world and freedom, and seem to have run out of
wisdom.
We must develop good humanism as nothing can substitute a good gesture
Elders are not our past, but our path to a good future.
- Neel R Mehta (Std. X-A)
Family keeps me going
Living away from others reminds me of the care of the father
Scolding from others reminds me of the love of mother
Listening to the experiences of others, reminds me about the knowledge of
grandfather
Hearing stories from others, reminds me of the moral stories of grandmother.
Chattering with others, reminds me of the words and talk of brother
Happiness keeps me glowing, trails keep me learning,
Success keeps me loving, Family keeps me going.
- Meet M Rana (Std. X-A)
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rkdr ,drk esa clrh gS
lcls I;kjk] lcls U;kjk] ,slk gS ifjokj gekjk A
lkÉ esa t¨M+dj lcd¨ jÂs oSlk] Lusg Òjk gS vk¡xu ,slk A
Òkjr dh lsukuh tSlh] ,dkxzrk gS gekjh ,lh A
,d Ìkxs ls c¡Ìs lc eu] djds foýkl dk tru A
lqÂ&nq%Â esa ge lkÉ jgs] dÒh uk d¨bZ xe jgs A
fj'r¨a dh iwtk g¨rh gS tgk¡] ugha g¨rk gS >xM+k ogk¡ A
gj eqf'dy dk djsaxs lkeuk] dÒh fdlh ls u Mjuk A
dÒh u VwVs ,drk gekjh] ;g gS lPph rkdr gekjh A
lw;Z fdjÆ¨a ds fcuk iq"i ugha fÂyrs] I;kj ds fcuk ifjokj ugha curs A
& /ouh ih vV¨nfj;k ¼dÕk IX-B½

vxj fey tk, ,d & nwljs dk lkFk
la;qDr ijhokj gS iwjk ijhokj] lc pyrs gS ,d lkÉ A
pkpk&pkph] rkv¨a&rkbZ] nknk&nknh] ikik&eEeh]
nknk&nknh dh D;k d#¡ esa ckr] ns ijhokj d¨ vuqÒoh dk lkÉk
nknh dh og dgkfu;k¡] cPps jÂs ;kn vkthou A
nknk cus cPp¨a ds fe=] cPpsa crk,¡ mUgsa gj ckr
feydj cuk, os etcwr fuokl] vxj fey tk, ,d&nwljs dk lkÉ A
ikik ds ÒkbZ jgs gesÓk lkÉ] gj lqÂ nqÂ esa ns ,d&nwljs dk lkÉ A
feys cM+s ÒkbZ dh Nk¡o] nwljs d¨ djs vkikj I;kj A
ÒkbZ&lkgc dk nqykj] N¨Vs ÒkbZ dk fo'okl] ns esjs ikik dk lkÉ A
ftanxh cu tk, vklku] vxj fey tk, ,d&nwljs dk lkÉ A
eEeh us yh tsBkuh ls t¨ lhÂ] nsrh vc viuh nsojkuh d¨ A
t¨ Âqn le>k] vc le>k, nwljs d¨ A
nknh ls n¨Lrh dj] cuk, pkj dh t¨dM+h A
bUgsa gjkus cu tk, eqf'dy] vxj fey tk, ,d&nwljs dk lkÉ A
Âsy&Âsy esa cgqr dqN lhÂk v©j cgqr dqN lhÂk;k A
Mk¡V iMs r¨ cMs cpk,] lhÂ ns gesa lhÂk, A
gekjk Ìeky u g¨xk de] vxj fey tk, ,d&nwljs dk lkÉ A
fdlh egku euq"; us dgk Ék]
^lkÉ ugh jg¨xs] r¨ r¨Muk cu tk,xk vklku]
lkÉ jg¨xs r¨ cu¨xs ds vxn dk ik¡o A*
thou esa ugha vk,xh eqf'dy] vxj fey&tk, ,d nwljs dk lkÉ A
& vuqjkx tk;l ¼dÕk& X-B½
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Parody Singing (Dt. 14/10/2015) : This was the most hilarious and funny
activity by the students. They have put in their heart and soul into singing Qawalis,
ghazals etc creating lyrics based on joint family. The tunes were peppy and
foot tapping. Oh what fun it was to listen sad ghazals & songs , sung in a happy
tone with lyrics depicting the theme "Save joint family ".
Poster Making (Dt. 28/10/2015) : The posters made by the children were
truly a treat for the eyes. The students depicted many emotions like, advantage
of living in the joint family, trouble in balancing all the relations in the family,
problems created due to generation gap, the pangs of separation living in a
nuclear family, the happiness of sharing with family.
All these activities created a bond between members of the family whether
they lived in the same town or city and in nuclear houses, or they lived in different
states. These activities bridged the gap between families and created ties
amongst all of them.
These activities were done in the first semester of the academic year to
instill familial ties and relations, in the children from an tender age.
The students participated with great innovation and enthusism. It was difficult
to judge the best as all activities were done with the heart rather than the brain.
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Report on Manipuri Dance Concert
India is the cradle of human race, the birth place of human speech, the
mother of history, the grandmother of legend and the great grandmother of
tradition. Our most valuable and most constructive materials in the history of
man are treasured up in India only. Amity Parivaar brought forward a golden
opportunity to experiences the beauty of one such treasure of India, the
indigenous dance of the people of Manipur Valley, through the lecture
demonstration and dance concert of the iconic Manipuri dancer, Padmashree
Darshana Jhaveriji in the school campus.
The program began with a beautiful prayer song sung in harmony by the
students of Std. XII, filing the ambience of the dusky evening with peace and
devotion. The respectable guests of the occasion, eminent educationist Mr.
Mukund Vaidya, Padmashree Darshana Jhaveri, Mrs. Archana Tanuj Patel
(co-ordinator of the program) were welcomed by the honourable trustees. All
that followed up with the mesmerising performance lecture demonstration and
presentation of Darshana Jhaveri, whose name is synonymous with Manipuri
Dance. Manipuri, is one of the major classical dances of India, indigenous to
the North Eastern State of Manipur. The form has developed its own aesthetics,
values conventions and ethics, but with less publicity. The technicalities of the
Tandava (Masculine) and Lasya (feminine) elements of Manipuri dance, are
highly developed, intricate and complex. Tal and Rhytham pattern through the
characteristic cymbals (Kartal or Manjira) and double headed drum (Pung or
Mridanga) blend into visual performance of Sankirtan, were the prominent
components of the live demonstration. Among the classical categories of the
presentation, was 'Rasleela' - a highly evolved dance drama, choreographed
on 'Vaishnava Padavalis' composed mainly by eminent Bengali and Manipuri
poets, which showed highest expression of artistic genius, devotion and
excellence.
The fundamental drum dance with aerobatic moves was displayed by Brojen
Singh with great precision and skill. Darshana Jhaveriji taught the different
hand movements, 'Lasya Mudras' symbolizing expressions, recited the
rhythmic patterns, i.e. 'bolas' to bring out the original spirit of the dance form.
Every member of the audience was soaked in the aesthetics of the dance as
the great dancer demonstrated every step and made others
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accompany her. The famous Ball Dance depicting little. Krishna playing with a
ball with his brother Balaram and friend Sudama was performed with great
zeal. How Manipuri dance is woven into the lives of Manipuri people, was
partrayed by Latasanadevi showing the act of weaving. The tradition of
Manipuri dancers not to wear ankle bells to accentuate the beats tapped out
by feet and to show subtle movements of body and feet with grace and devotion
was the note of the entire presentation.
Padmashree Darshana Jhaveri was accompanied in her creative journey
by her senior most disciple, Latasana Devi, hailing from Manipur, Malabi
Chaudhary, Sanjib Bhattacharya, a solo dancer and drummer; Atashi Chatterje,
a melodious singer and last but not the least, Brojen Singh, an accomplished
Manipuri drummer and drum dancer.
An audience of about 500 parents, students and guests were captivated
by the intricacies of the most chars test modest, softest and mildest but the
most meaningful dances of the world.
All the members of the troupe and eminent guests were felicitated and
honored with small tokens of love from the Amitians so that they return with
long lasting and cherished memories in their minds.
- Mrs. Nivedita Chattopadhyay (Teacher)

Report on Educational Tour of Educators
We plan separate educational tours for students and teachers concentrating
on the educative aspects. On 31st October 2015, we organized a one day
trip for teachers to Karamsad, VallabhVidhyanagar andAnand. The home town
of Great freedom fighterSardarVallabhai Patel popularly known as Iron Man
of Indiaon the occasion of SardarJayanti, . There was a great enthusiasm to
visit hometown of Sardarand his creation in nearby area. Two other places
wereWaymade College of Education and AmulFactory (Gujarat Co-operative
Milk Mktg. Federation)were also the part of the visit.
Karamsad was the first destination, where SardaraVallabhbhaiPatel's
house and memorial trust is situated. Karamsad is a city and a municipality in
Anand districtand It is a part of ChhagamGol (Circle of Six Villages).
SardarVallabhbhai Patel an Indian barrister and statesman, one of the
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leaders of the Indian National Congress and one of the founding fathers of the
Republic of India. He was a social leader who played a leading role in the
country's struggle for independence and guided its integration into a united,
independent nation Indian independence movement grew up in Karamsad
along with Vithalbhai Patel, who was also an important political leader.The
house is preserved till date as a memorial to Sardar Patel.
On reaching Karamsad we were guided towards the house where Sardar Patel
and his elder brother lived and grew up. The visit to house of this great legend was
not only an eye-opener, but it also helped us get a feel of Sardar patel's life and
thoughts and what they mean for everybody, for the youth, society, government,
industry and for humanity at large.It was really a proud moment for each one of us.
As we entered the old designed and fashioned house.
Each wall of the house spoke about his great work and this made each
one of us realize, that we are really experiencing freedom in our nation
because of the hard efforts of these great heroes. Finally,from there on we
proceeded towards the Sardar Patel memorial. This memorial idealsSardar
Patel and Veer Vithalbhai Patel at its nucleus. This memorial organizes
various programmes in the newly constructed magnificent Bhavans. The
building has been deliberately located away from the main entrance to create
a large open space in front, which has a number of trees, creepers and
plants, through this pleasant landscape or monument which has a central
hall Amphitheater type sitting arrangement. In the corridor regions' there is a
photo gallery having paintings and banners and photography depicting events
from lives of two great patriots, Sardar Patel and Veer Vithalbhai Patel. After
spending few hours there, our next destination was Waymade College of
Education. Where we were welcomed by the Principal and Staff members of
the college. Firstly the principal of the college addressed usgiving information
about the various teaching and learning styles and their work pattern,
moreover Mrs. ShulbhaNatrajan the principal of the college motivated and
boosted our enthusiasm with her effective speech, then after this interaction
we were divided according to our subjects to various method rooms and language
lab and then we were introduced by many activities in the method class,
which we could conduct for easy learning of the subjects such as maps for
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social science, periodictable for science etc. this was really different
experience for all of us. Then after the lunch we had an interaction with Dr.
Shubhas Bhatt (Ex-Head, Department of Maths, S. P. University, VVNagar).
He shared his experiences as a teacher and the joy of teaching. Finally, after
that we proceeded to our last destination, Amul Dairy industry. It was really the
awaited spot for everyone, as we reached there, we were welcomed by the
staff member and then finally we were divided into two groups. Escorted by
the staff to various sections, we learnt about the various ways of collection of
milk and processes done. We in different groups went along the way to various
departments mainly the quality control, processing and packaging of Amul
butter and the process of making of skimmed milk powders.We saw these
huge machineries at work through large glass windows, which worked for 24
hours and the employees who worked on shifts. Apart from thefactory site,
there is also a dairy museum, where the history of Amul is the backdrop of
visually decorative and appealing collage wall. The Amulparlor inside the
premises was the centre of attraction for all, every onefilled uptheir bag with
Amul products to carry the memories of the visit for their loved ones. Finally
we set offfor the journey way back to Bharuch. While we sat in the bus we
really felt a beautiful experience of the entire trip. Finally it could be said that A teacher is symbolized as an architect of the society, who ought to beequip
themselves with the requisite knowledge,skills and attitudes.
- Mrs. Suby Xavier (Teacher)

—;\IMU˜ SFI"ÊDGM VC[JF,
EFZT UFD0FGM AG[,M N[X K[P EFZTGF UFD0F\ H[8,F\ ;D'â T[8,M H EFZT N[X ;D'â4
T[J]\ VF56[ RMÞ; 56[ DFGLV[ KLV[ KTF\ 56 VFH[ EFZTDF\ U]HZFT v DCFZFQ8=GL ;ZCN
5Z VtI\T 5KFT lJ:TFZDF\ VFJ[,F V[JF S[8,FI UFD0F\ K[ ßIF\ JLH/L GYL4 ;0SDFU"
GYL4 ;\N[XFjIJCFZ GYL T[JF UFD0F\DF\ B0SL VG[ l5\0J/GM 56 ;DFJ[X YFI K[P VF A\G[
UFDGF GFD TM SPPPNFPPPRPPP VF5[ ;F\E?IF 56 GCÄ CMIP
J,;F0 lH<,FGF WZD5]ZYL Z5 lSPDLP N}Z l5\0J/ UFD VFJ[,]\ K[P VF l5\0J/YL JL;[S
lSPDLP N}Z B0SL UFD VFJ[,]\ K[P VFD TM VF A\G[ UFD 56 G SC[JFIP K}8FKJFIF\ SF\RFv5FSF\
h}50FVMGM ;D}C H K[P
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B0SL VG[ l5\0J/G\] ÝFS'lTS ;MNIÅ VNŸE}TP S]NZTGL BM/[ pKZ[,F VF AF/SMGF ;JFÅUL
lJSF;DF\ ;]ÔTFA[G XFC sALPV[;;LP4 ALPV[0ŸP UM<0 D[0Fl,:8fG]\ IMUNFG V6DM, K[P
SFI" V[H ÝFY"GF K[ VG[ ÝtI[S OZH —5lJ+ OZH˜ K[ VG[ OZH ÝtI[GM VG]ZFU V[ ;H"GCFZ
ÝtI[GL lGQ9FGM ;JM"rR SÙFGM ElSTEFJ K[P ßIFZ[ TD[ SM.56 SFI" SZTF CM tIFZ[4 V[
l;JFI SF\. H GF lJRFZMP TDFZF SFI"G[ ÝFY"GFGL H[D SZM ;JM"rR SÙFGL ÝFY"GF TDFZ]\ ;\5}6"
ÒJG4 TDFZF SFI" DF8[ ;Dl5"T SZL NM V[J]\ DFGGFZF ;JM"NI 8=:8GF ;]ÔTFA[G ;FY[ 8[l,OMGYL
JFT SZLP T[DGL XF/FVMGF AF/SM ;FY[ V¶lD8L XF/FDF\ VFJJFG]\ VFD\+6 VF%I]\ VG[
;]ÔTFA[G[ ;CØ" :JLSFI]ÅP
lJnFYL"VMG[ —;\IMU˜ SFI"ÊDGL Ô6 SZTF 5+ ;FY[ —B0SL VG[ l5\0J/˜GF AF/SMG[ 5MTFGF
3Z[ DC[DFGUlT DF6JF A[ lNJ;GL D\H}ZL XF/FGF AF/SMGF DFTFvl5TF 5F;[YL D[/JLP
XF/FDF\ ÝJ[XTF\ B0SL TYF l5\0J/GF AF/SMGF RC[ZF 5Z S\.S GJ]\ Ô[JF TYF XLBJFGM
TZJZF8 CTMP T[DGF D]BFZlJ\N 5Z V[S V,U ptS\9F CTLP XF/FGF lJnFYL"VM äFZF B0SL
TYF l5\0J/GF AF/SMG[ VFJSFZT]\ :JFUT ULT4 0Fg; TYF EF{UMl,S 38GFVM sGF8Sf äFZF
ZH} SZJFDF\ VFJLP
H[ lJnFYL"VM IHDFG AgIF CTF T[VMGL VM/BF6 B0SL TYF l5\0J/GF AF/SM ;FY[ YFI
T[ C[T]YL —VF.;A|[lS\U ;[XG˜ ZFBJFDF\ VFJLP A\G[ XF/FGF lJnFYL"VM V[SALÔG[ D/L VFG\N
VG]EJTF CTFP Ô6[ HgDMHgDGF lD+M D?IF CMI T[J]\ VFC,FNŸS JFTFJZ6 ;Ô"I]\ CT]\P
IHDFG AF/SM B0SL v l5\0J/YL VFJ[,F AF/SMG[ 5MTFGL ;FY[ JU"DF\ ,. UIF4 ßIF\
VFW]lGS 8[SGM,MÒGF p5IMU äFZF T[D6[ lXÙ6GM VFG\N DF^IMP
B0SL VG[ l5\0J/GF lJnFYL"VMG[ lJ7FG VG[ Sd%I]8ZGL H]NL H]NL 5FIFGL AFATM
XLBJJFDF\ VFJLP lNJ;GF V\T[ XF/FDF\ YTF J{lJwI;EZ SFI"ÊDMGL ;LP0LP ATFJJFDF\ VFJLP
XF/F ;DI5}6" YTF\ VF lD+M T[DGF ;FYL lD+M ;FY[ 3Z TZO ÝIF6 SI]ÅP
,FU6LGF TF\T6[ A\WFI[,F lD+M ALÔ lNJ;[ XF/FDF\ JC[,F VFjIFP ÝFY"GF;EFGF SFI"ÊDDF\
B0SL TYF l5\0J/GF AF/SMV[ ;F\:S'lTS SFI"ÊD ZH} SIM"P T[D6[ VFlNJF;L G'tI4 0F\UL G'tI
H[JL ;FT S'lT B}A ÝEFJXF/L ZLT[ ZH} SZLP SFI"ÊDG[ TF/LVMGF U0U0F8YL JWFJL ,LWFP
+LÔ lNJ;[ B0SL TYF l5\0J/GF AF/SMGM ÝlTEFJ SFI"ÊD IMÔIMP A\G[ XF/FGF AF/SM
EFJlJEMZ AgIF CTFP ;FRF ìNIYL 5MTFGF ìNIYL ,FU6LGL ZH}VFT SZTF CTFP lJNFI
Ý;\U[ B0SL TYF l5\0J/GF AF/SM TYF IHDFG AF/SM V[SALÔG[ E[8LG[ 5MTFGL ,FU6L
jIST SZTF\ CTF\P
l+lNJ;LI SFI"ÊD VtI\T VlJ:DZ6LI AGL ZæMP
v zLDTL C[T, D[GUZ slXlÙSFf
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—;\IMU˜ SFI"ÊDGM ÝlTEFJ
V¶lD8L XF/FGF ;FY[ —D{+Lv;[T]˜ V\SGF JF\RGYL 5ZMÙ 5lZRI TM CTM HP 5Z\T] +6
lNJ; XF/FGL ÝtIÙ D],FSFT ,[JFGL TS D/L T[ DFZF DF8[ VFG\NNFIS VG]EJ CTMP XF/FGL
VG[SlJW ÝJ'l¿VM T[DH ÝUlT lJX[ 5lZRI YIMP VF XF/F VF lJ:TFZDF\ V[S GD}G[NFZ XF/
F K[P V[D C]\ lGo;\SMR SCL XS]\ K]\P V[S lGlüT ÛlQ8 ;FY[ VCÄ EFJ5}6" Ý[DYL lXÙ6 V5FI
K[P VF XF/FGF D]bI +6 pÛ[XM VCÄ Ô[JF D?IFP s!f lJnFYL"VMG[ E6FJJF4 sZf lXÙSMV[
5MT[ E6J]\ VG[ s#f X{Ùl6S ;\XMWGM SZJFP XF/FGF VFRFI"zL VG[ AWF\ lXÙSM 5]:TSLI
7FG l;JFI 36]\ AW]\ XLBJ[ K[P ;\:SFZ l;\RG SZ[ K[P AWL H XF/FVM Ô[ VFJF ÝItGM SZ[ TM
;DFHG]\ EFlJ H~Z pH/]\ AG[P
X~VFTDF\ TM C]\ B}A läWFDF\ CTMP VDFZF AF/SM +6 lNJ; S[JL ZLT[ V¶lD8LGF AF/SMGF
3Z[ UM9JFX[ m VCÄGF AF/SMGL DZF9LvSM\S6L EFØF tIF\GF AF/SM ;DÒ GCÄ XS[P 5Z\T] D[\
WFI]" CT] V[GF\ SZTF\ S\.S ;]BN 5lZ6FD D?I]\P ALH[ H lNJ;[ VDFZF lJnFYL" V¶lD8L :S},GF
lJnFYL"VM ;FY[ VFtDLITFYL Ô[0F. UIFP AZFAZ ;F0F NX JFU[ B}A C;TF RC[Z[ V[DGF
lD+M ;FY[ VF XF/FDF\ VFJTF Ô[IFP CH] V[DGF V[ lD+MGF OMG VFJ[ K[4 V[DGF DFvAF5G]\
TM ;}RG K[ S[ V[S V9JFl0I]\ TM ZC[JF N[JF Ô[.V[P lN,YL SC]\ TM AF/SMGL ;FY[v;FY[ JF,LVMGL
S[/J6LG]\ SFI" 56 VNŸE}T ZLT[ SI]Å K[P
XF/FGF 8=:8LD\0/GF ;eIM 56 NL3"ÛQ8F K[ VG[ ê0L lJnFSLI ;}h WZFJ[ K[P lXÙSM 56
êRL U]6J¿F TYF UlTXL, jIlSTtJ WZFJTF CMJFYL VF XF/F ;DFHDF\ B}A H ;FZL ÝlTQ9F
D[/JL XSL K[P ÝFRLG VFzDGF U]~VM 5MTFGF lXQIM ÝtI[ H[ :G[C ZFBTF V[JM H :G[C VF
XF/F 5MTFGF lJnFYL"VM ÝtI[ ZFB[ K[P V[DGF RFlZœIGF ;JFÅUL6 lJSF; ÝtI[ 56 5]ZT]\ wIFG
V5FI K[P XF/FGL p¿ZM¿Z ÝUlT YTL ZC[ V[JL V\ToSZ6GL X]E[rKFPPP
v U6[XEF.4 VFRFI"4 ;JM"NI lJnF,I4 l5\0J/4 TFPWZD5]Z4 lHPJ,;F0

&*DF ÝÔ;¿FS lNGGL pHJ6LGM VC[JF,
V¶lD8L XF/FDF\ NZ JØ[" ZFQ8=LI 5JM"GL pHJ6L B}A H pD\U VG[ pt;FCYL SZJFDF\ VFJ[
K[P &*DF ÝÔ;¿FS lNGGL pHJ6L J{lJwI;EZ SFI"ÊDM äFZF SZJFDF\ VFJLP U]HZFTGF lXÙ6
HUTDF\ B}A VFNZ ;FY[ H[DG]\ GFD ,[JFI K[ T[JF —VFlNtI lSZ6˜4 —DÔG]\ Ul6T˜4 —lJ7FG
VHAvUHA˜ VG[ —V[ßI]S[XG lYIZL V[g0 Ý[Sl8;L;˜ H[JF ;FDFlISMGF ;\5FNS 0F¶P CØ"NEF.
58[,GF JZNŸC:T[ wJHJ\NG SFI"ÊD IMÔIMP
;JFZGL U],FAL 9\0LDF\ lJnFYL"VM JUM"DF\ UM9JF. UIF\P T[DGL ÝÔ;¿FS 5J"GL pHJ6LGL
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CFHZLGL GM\W ,. 5MTFGF CFp; ÝDF6[ ;F{ AF/SM lX:TAâ ZLT[ 5MTFG[ OF/J[,L HuIFV[
CFZA\W UM9JF. UIF\P T[DGFDF\ N[XÝ[DGM H]:;M JWFIM" :8[H p5ZYL JFUTF N[XElST ULTMV[P
_(o__GF 8SMZ[ wJHZÙS VG[ RLO S[%8G ;M,\SL zâF I]PGF VFD\+6 VgJI[ D]bI DC[DFG
0F¶P CØ"NEF. 58[,GF JZNŸC:T[ VFG4 AFG VG[ XFG ;FY[ lTZ\UFG[ OZSFJL ;,FDL VF5JFDF\
VFJLP p5l:YT lJnFYL"VM4 JF,LVM TYF VFD\l+TMVMV[ ;,FDL hL,L V[S;}ZDF\ ZFQ8=ULT
TYF h\0FULTG]\ UFG SI]ÅP
WMP * YL )GF RFZ[I CFp;GF lJnFYL"v lJnFlY"GLVMV[ A[g0GF ,I ;FY[ TF, lD,FJL
lX:TAâ DFR" 5F:8 ZH} SZL 5MTFGF CFp; JTL lTZ\UFG[ ;,FDL V5L"P
WMP !Z sU]PDFPfGL lJnFlY"GL ÔA[Z T:GLD äFZF D]bI DC[DFGGF XFlaNS 5lZRI AFN
XF/FGF JlZQ9 Ul6T lXÙS zL SLlT"EF. ÒP UF\WL äFZF D]bI DC[DFG 0F¶P CØ"NEF. 58[,G]\
XF/FGL Ý6F,L D]HA —VG\TGM V9\U VeIF;L o zLlGJF; ZFDFG]HG˜ 5]:TS äFZF :JFUT
SZJFDF\ VFjI]\P T[D6[ lJnFYL"VMG[ ÒJGDF\ VFJTF SM.56 50SFZ hL,L ,[JF Sl8Aâ AGJF
Sæ]\P ;DFHDF\ lJ:TZTL HTL lJEST S]8]\A Ý6F,L ;FD[ T[D6[ ,F,A¿L WZL JF,LVMG[ —X[lZ\U
V[g0 S[lZ\U˜˜G]\ ;}+ T[DGF AF/SMGF ÒJGDF\ pTFZJF DF8[ lJG\TL SZL CTLP 0F¶P 58[,[ T[DGF
30TZDF\ YI[, VG]EJMG[ lXÙSM ;FY[ V,U lD8ÄU NZlDIFG JC[\rIF CTF\P
V\U|[Ò DFwIDGF WMP $ VG[ 5 GF lJnFYL"VMV[ —DF;0=L,˜ TYF WMP $ YL &GF V\U|[Ò
DFwIDGF —GgC[\ JLZ HJFGM˜V[ JMg0 0=L,4 —V¶lD8L A[g0˜GL ;}ZFJ,LVM ;FY[ ZH} SZLP N[XElSTGF
ULTMGL W}G 5Z lJlJW OMD["XG ZH} YIFP WMP $ YL & U]HZFTL DFwIDGF lJnFYL" v
lJnFlY"GLVMV[ ZÄU 0Fg; ZH} SZL N[XÝ[DYL ;DU| JFTFJZ6G[ TZATM/ SZL NLW]\P
VF X]ElNG[ XF/FDF\ NLW"SF,LG ;[JFVM VF5GF ;\lGQ9 SD"RFZLVMG]\ ;gDFG SZL T[DGL
ST"jIlGQ9FG[ lAZNFJJFDF\ VFJLP —NL3"SF,LG ;[JF ;gDFG˜ D[/JGFZ lXÙSMGF GFDGL ÔC[ZFT
;F{ lXÙSlD+MG[ B}AH GÒSYL VM/BTF XF/FGF lÝg;L5F, 8=:8L zLDTL ÝD[XA[G DC[TF
äFZF SZJFDF\ VFJLP VF A[ B]XG;LA lXÙSM CTF\ o XF/FGF 5}J" ÝFYlDS lJEFUGF AF/lÝI
lXlÙSF zLDTL ZlxDSFA[G RF{CF6 TYF AF/SMDF\ Ul6TDF\ ~lR JWFZJF ;TT ÝItGXL, Ul6T
lXÙS zL VT],EF. 58[,P VF A\G[ lXÙSMV[ VF XF/F ;FY[GF T[DGL 5\NZ JØ"GL ;[JFVM
AN, D/[, ;gDFG AFN XF/F ÝlT 5MTFGL ,FU6LVM ÝU8 SZLP
RF,] X{Ùl6S JØ" NZlDIFG VFUJL l;lâVM CF\l;, SZGFZ lJnFYL"VMGF GFDGL 3MØ6F
VFRFI"zL ÝSFXEF. DC[TF äFZF SZJFDF\ VFJLP WMP!Z U]HZFTL DFwIDGF lJ7FGÝJFCDF\
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VFZP4 H[GF DF8[ —8I]XG˜ XaN T[GF XaNSMØDF\ H
VeIF; SZTL lJnFlY"GL ZF9M0 V\H,L VFZP
GYLP V\H,L VFHGL :5WF"GF I]UDF\ DF+ XF/F T[DH 5MTFGL DC[GT 5Z DNFZ ZFBGFZL
lJnFlY"GL K[P 5MTFGL DC[GT TYF VFtDlJ`JF;GF A/[ V\Hl,V[ ;TT +6 ;[D[:8ZDF\ A-1
U|[0 Ô/JL ZFbIM K[P VF lJnFlY"GLG[ —V[S[0[lDS V[S;,g;˜ V[JM0"YL ;gDFGJFDF\ VFJLP
WMP!ZGF JU"lXlÙSF zLDTL Ý7FA[G 58[,[ T[G[ 5]:TS VG[ ÝXl:T 5+YL ;gDFlGT SZLP WMP!Z
lJ7FGÝJFC ;LPALPV[;P.PDF\ VeIF; SZTL lJnFlY"GL p5FwIFI .lXTF 5LP G[T'tJGF
VFUJF U]6M WZFJ[ K[P 5MTFGL JFSŸK8F TYF G[T'tJXlST äFZF T[ lJnFYL" VF,DDF\ ,MSlÝI
G[TFG]\ :YFG ÝF%T SZL XSL K[P VF AN, T[G[ —l,0ZXL5 V[S;,g; V[JM0"˜YL ;gDFGJFDF\
VFJLP XF/FGF JlZQ9 lXlÙSF zLDTL ;ZTFHAC[G äFZF .lXTF TYF T[GF DFTFvl5TFG[ ;gDFlGT
SZJFDF\ VFjIF\P 58[, DMCdDN VFlSA 0LP WMP!! lJ7FGÝJFC ;LPALPV[;P.PGM lJnFYL"
VU|LD CZM/GM B[,F0L K[P T[6[ ZFQ8=LI O}8AM, :5WF"DF\ 5;\NUL D[/JL XF/F TYF lH<,FG]\
GFD ZMXG SI]Å K[P VF p5ZF\T IMU4 D,B\E TYF lHdGFl:8SDF\ 56 T[ B}A VFU/ K[P T[ AN,
T[G[ —V[S;,g; .G :5M8";Ÿ˜ 5FlZTMlØSYL GJFHJFDF\ VFjIMP VFlSAG[ JlZQ9 lXlÙSF
zLDTL ;]lGTFA[G 5F\0F äFZF ;gDFlGT SZFIMP
XF/FGF D[[G[lH\U 8=:8L zL Z6KM0EF. XFC l,lBT 5]:TSM VG]ÊD[ —XZLZG]\ ;ZUD˜ TYF —
50SFZ SZM ;FSFZ˜G]\ lJDMRG 0F¶P CØ"NEF. 58[,GF SZSD/MYL SZJFDF\ VFjI]\P
;LPALPV[;P.PGF VFRFIF" zLDTL ZLGFA[G lTJFZL äFZF VFEFZlJlW SZJFDF\ VFJLP V\T[
XF/F ULT UF. SFI"ÊDGL :D'lTVM ,. ;F{ lJNFI YIF\P ;DU| SFI"ÊDG]\ ;\RF,G WMP!Z
lJ7FGÝJFCGF lJnFYL"VM s!f VluGCM+L lÝT sZf SxI5 ZLRF s#f NJ[ GL, s$f 58[, S[XF
VG[ s5f 5ZDFZ ßIMlTSF äFZF SZJFDF\ VFjI]\P
v zLDTL SF{ØF XF
C scØF lXlÙSFf
XFC

Report on a Popular Lecture on
"In Pursuit of Moon and Mars"
To develop and enhance the scientific skills in Young citizens many scientific
research units like PRL, ISRO, ETC. put up a unique platform. PRL Ahmedaba
has introduced Arunalal Scholarship for students of higher secondary .According
to this they take a screening test of students and arrange competition for these
scholarship. 150 students are selected for this competition every year. On 28 th
February they were invited to PRL to represent their project and best 5 students
get scholarship.
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On 1st February-2016, Dr. Karnam Durgaprasad, a scientist at PRL, came
to Amity school and gave lecture on "In pursuit of Moon and Mars." He works
as Planetary Scientist at PRL. He is a member of Chandrayan-2, Team
associate of International committee on space research, etc.
Many students of Amity school and other schools attended this lecture. He
gave a lecture about how the everlasting quest of understanding our existence
in the cosmos has lead to the launch of number of robotics space probes since
decades. At present there are number of space probes at every nook and corner
of the solar system exploring the sun and its planets, asteroids ,comets ,dwarf
planets and beyond . He said that mission was launched on 22 October 2008
and expected to operate for 2 years. However, at 09.02 (UTC) on 29 August
2009 communication with the spacecraft was suddenly lost. The probe had
operated for 312 days. The craft was expected to remain in orbit for
approximately another 1000 days and to crash into the lunar surface in late
2012.
A member of the science advisory board of Chandrayaan-1 said that it is
difficult to ascertain reasons for the loss of contact. ISRO Chairman -Madhavan
Nair- said that due to very high radiation, power-supply units controlling both
the computer systems on board failed, snapping the communication connectivity.
On the Moon, the feature is seen as a widely distributed absorption that
appears strongest at cooler high latitudes and at several fresh craters. The
general lack of correlation of this feature in sunlit M3 data with neutron
spectrometer H abundance data suggests that the formation and retention of
OH and H2O is an ongoing surficial process.
- Mrs. Hetal Parikh (Teacher)

Report on visit to PRL Ahmedabad National Science Day
National science day is celebrated in India on 28th February each year to
mark the discovery of the Raman Effect by the great Indian physicist Dr. C. V.
Raman. The Physical Research Laboratory(PRL) is a research institute of
national repute which organizes scientific activities on account of science day
as a tribute to PRL founder scientist Dr. Vikram Sarabhai.
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The main motto of PRL is to recognize the talented science students and
motivate them for research work. Every year PRL conducts "Arunalal Scholarship
program" in which students of std. 11th Science from all over Gujarat are invited.
Initially, they conduct screening tests at District level. This year the screening
test was held on 31st January in which about 1200 students particpated out of
which 153 students were selected on the basis of merit and invited to participate
in Model/ Poster competition on the theme " Science and Technology for Rural
India : My Vision" on 27th February-2016.
Four students from our school qualified for this competition.
1) Soham Kapadia (XI CBSE) prepared a poster on the topic "Gram Swaraj"
the idea was to create a website that can market all the products of village
at a global level. This would help to make 68% rural population self sufficient.
2) Kruteen Prajapati (XI CBSE) prepared a poster on the topic "Energy from
Algae".:- Villages have lots of ponds or bare land which can be converted
into big ponds . One can cultivate Algae on large scale; oil can be extract
from this algae. This oil can be used as fuel.
3) Dvij Patel (XI CBSE) prepared a model on the topic "Modern Tabela":- in
which he explained how with the help of technology one can reduce the
labour charge in feeding cattle's, cleaning their shelters. use of wastes etc.
4) Shivangini Mehta(XI GSEB) prepared a poster on the topic " Irrigation by
Mobile". Farmers can irrigate big fields just by sending SMS from mobile,
from home also.
All these participants got the chance to visit " Science Exhibition" in which
different models prepared by PRL scientists were exhibited. They interacted
with many renowned scientists and directors of PRL. Two teachers Mrs.
Shrutika Pawaday and Mrs. Hetal Parikh had accompanied these students for
the PRL visit. PRL even organizes many different programmes for teachers
which include an interactive session on carreer, tour to various PRL faculties,
visit to science exhibition centre and even lecture on astronomy. The
programme ended with prize distribution in which five students were awarded
the Arunalal Scholarship for 3 years.
Mrs. Shrutika Pawaday (Teacher)
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Report of Theme based Games
To culminate the Save Joint Family year we organised theme based
games for the parents and received over whelming response from our
parents and grandparents.
The events were as follows :
1. Family Antakshri : Two participants from the family played this game in
three qualifying rounds; the rounds were based on family songs and songs
based on relationships.
2. Know Each Other : A set of identical questions about the likes, preferences
and dislikes about the two participants from the family were given and in a
fixed period of time the same had to be answered by both individually and
given to us. Those having the maximum correct answers were declared the
winner
3. One Minute Game : This game was played by two participants from the
family. The games were based on understanding level, the trust and level of
communication amongst the family members.
The above games were conducted on 09/03/2016 (Wednesday) from 04:00
pm to 06:00 pm.
The reports for all these games are given below :

(1) ANTAKSHARI
The academic year 2015-16 started with the theme " Save Joint Family".
There were representations of Grandfathers- grandmother, uncle- aunt, father
- mother, father in law- daughter in law etc, making a total of 20 teams. The
teams were briefed and then made into two pools of 10 each and then the semi
finals were conducted.
Antakshri is the most simplest and common games played in the family. The
Semifinal started with the round " Tol Mol Ke bol sTM, DM, S[ AM,f
AM,f," in which
each team had to select a word and sing atleast four songs from that word in
one minute. Some teams enthusiastically sang 6 to 7 songs in a minute. The
second round " Meri Saaz teri Awaaz sD[ZL ;Fh T[ZL VJFhf
VJFhf," an instrumental
audio clip of popular hindi songs were played and the members had to identify
the song and sing the complete mukhdas. The round became so musical that
the teams were left singing and dancing to the tunes of the songs.
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Then eight finalists were given names like Taal, Sur, Alaap, Dhun, etc. There
were two final rounds. The first was "Mere Sur aur tere geet sD[Z[ ;}Z VMZ T[Z[
ULTf
ULTf." Either the antra or the mukhda was played and the team had to sing the
complete mukhda or antra according to the time limit. The last round was "
Bujho to Jaane sA]hM TM Ô6[f", a traditional "Dumb Charade". Here one member
of the team had to select a card which had the lyrics of the songwritten on it.
Then the member had to enact the song and the other participant had to identlify
the song. One note worthy part was that an old gentleman stood on the stage
and enacted the song and his daughter-in-law correctly guessed it. Three finalists
were awarded with prizes. Every member fulfilled the purpose of the show, which
was to stay together, live together, sing together, create a happy society and give a
healthy world to our children to grow and nurture well.
There was nail biting finish and the winners were :
1st Prize : Jitendrabhai Deasi (Grandfather)& Krupaliben Desai (Mother),
Student : Desai Parva Jinal Std. I-B, GSEB)
2nd Prize : Punitbhai (Grandfather) & Harshaben (Grandmother)
3rd Prize : Arvindbhai Chatriwalla (Grandfather) &
Urmilaben Chattriwalla (Grandmother )
Student : Dhruv M. Chattriwalla (Std. 7-B, Guj. Med.)
(2) "KNOW EACH OTHER"
Living together we learn and know many things about each other. As part of
our Save Joint Family programme which was flagged off on our Foundation
day, we concluded this programme with different games. One of the games
was "know each other", an interesting fact was that the team members were
not only husband and wife, but mother-in-law and daughter-in - law, devrani
and jethani, bhabhi and nanand etc.
The game was divided in three different rounds. The first round was" Khel
Khel Mein". In this round the participants were divided in two groups and then
they had to answer the questions related to their team member. The team with
maximum correct answers qualified for the second round.
The second round was "Soch Hamari Vichar Aapke". A chit with a picture
was selected by one team members and from the hints given by that member
the other person had to identify and draw that picture. The winners then passed
on to the third round.
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This round was divided into two rounds; the first was to fill in question answers.
The answers for both needed to be same, and then share it with the audience.
In the second part each pair had to pick up a chit who had a topic written on it
and enact a skit on that.
There was nail biting finish and the winners were :
1st prize : Vipulbhai Rana (Father) & Kalpanaben Rana (Mother)
Student : Mahek Rana (Std. VI-B, GSEB)
2nd Prize : Kamleshbhai Patel (Father) & Falguniben Patel (Mother)
Student : Shivam Patel (Std. 8-B, Guj. Med.)
3rd Prize : Rasidbhai Munshi (Grandfather) & Maherunisha Munshi (Grandmother)
Student : Razin Asifiqbal Patel (Std. 2-B, GSEB)
(3) ONE MINUTE GAME
30th Foundation year was flagged off as the " Save Joint Family" year and
throughout the first semester, we had many activities in the school for the children.
In the second Semester we involved the parents in games. One minute games
were played by parents and family members.
There were a total of three games which were played round wise. The first
round was Needle and thread which was a qualifying round. We had to select
16 pairs from this round. There was fun and gaiety, the team members laughed
and joked and tried to thread the needle in a pair.
Next was the semi final round known as the "Memory round". The pairs
were made to observe different articles in one minute's time and then they were
made to sit in a room and write down the maximum numbers of things they
observed. From this we choose four pair of finalists for the last round of catching
the ball.
One person in the team threw the ball and the other caught it. It was fun as
some tried to catch and missed. There was an atmosphere of team spirit and
friendship, in the teams.
The winners were :
1st Prize : Hansaben Bhatt (Grandmother) & Bhumikaben Bhatt (Mother)
Student : Savya Bhatt (Std. III, CBSE)
2nd Prize : Jignesbhai Rana (Father) & Vaishaliben Rana (Mother)
Student : Archit Rana (Std. I-B, GSEB)
3rd Prize : Rajeshbhai Shukla (Father) & Grishmaben Shukla (Mother)
Student : Dev Shukla (Std. V-A, GSEB)
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Report on Vacation Activity : Learning German
The arrival of summer vacation is a very welcome event for every student
and they do so with a great zeal. Our school tries to find out the best ways and
means to provide to them to utilize the holidays, so that they can learn something
new, something out of the box and which interests them. Many activities were
introduced in school for vacation and we got a very good response from students
in all these activities. Various teachers were involved in these tasks. I was also
one amongst them. I introduced an activity which might help the students to
start out differently in the crowd. I decided to teach them German language.
Immersing oneself in a foreign language is the best way to learn new things or
brush up on literary skills. My classes started from 20th April-2016 and went on
till 05th May-2016. It was a fifteen days course and seventeen students had
registered themselves for it. Though the number was not so high but it was a
good sign of taking initiative by students to learn something new and different
from their regular course study. I was very excited to start these classes. In this
course, I included Alphabets, Numbers, Reading, Writing and Simple Grammar
to enable them to frame and speak a few sentences in German. The most
interesting thing about my class was that it consisted of students from 4th std to
12th std. It was quite a challenge for me to maintain my pace and keep everyone
interested. It was not learning for students alone but for me too. In fifteen days,
I witnessed an unending surge of enthusiasm from the students. On the first
day, to introduce them to the benefits of learning a foreign language for their
professional career in future and also to accustom themselves to the culture
and customs of German, I showed them a video. They were so thrilled that they
seemed ready to leave for Germany on the same day! From the second day, I
started with alphabets, Numbers and so on. All the students participated
wholeheartedly and with the same eagerness each day. It was learning with fun
and so, we also added games and other things like songs and German dance
etc to make our sessions motivating. This is what led me to name our activity
as "Learn German with Fun". We did not realize how the fifteen days passed
by. On the very last day that is on 5th May we only indulged ourselves in merriment.
Every student gave performances on whatever they wanted and we ended the
program with German Anthem. It was a great and enriching experience for me.
I heartily thank my Amity School to give me such an opportunity, which I had
always wished for but had never thought, will be fulfilled.
- Mrs. Nidhi Kaul (Teacher)
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Report on Vacation Activity-The Breakthrough Persona
Personality is the reflection of one’s pattern of thoughts, feelings
and behaviour that distinguishes an individual from the crowd. The
personality emerges in the childhood years and continues to change
according to circumstances during the life span of a person. In order to
develop this distinguished personality in our Amitians, a twoweeks
grooming workshop was organised as part of the summer activities in
the campus. Everyday’s session was of 2 hours, beginning with divine
prayer and followed up by various soft skills activities. Few of them are
confidence building, communication and language speaking abilities,
developing certain hobbies and skills, learning etiquettes and manners,
talent shows, overcoming stage fear and last but not the least , imbibing
oneself with positivity, liveliness and peace. The effort of the guide
teachers Ms Suby Xavier and Ms Nivedita C. were to bring about a
positive change in the students within a short span of time. There were
14 members in the team of participants of different age groups starting
from a student of Standard IV to a lady who came all the way from
Karnataka. The most enjoyable part of the programme was their selfintroduction with a unique adjective describing themselves, designing
their own mission statements, storytelling, mimicry, newspaper reading,
identifying strengths and weaknesses, group discussions and debates.
The workshop concluded with a grand performance in front of the school
management, teachers and parents where every member displayed their
unique persona either individually or in groups and left the parents greatly
amused and enthused about having more such sessions in the future.
- Mrs. Nivedita Chattopadhyay (Teacher)
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Amity News : 2015-16 (Oct. '15 to April '16)
OCTOBER - 2015
l 1 st : The first 100 days of the child at school were celebrated by Amity Play
Centre. An effort was made that every child participated in at least one event.
This would help them to be on stage and face an audience.
A guest lecture was arranged in the B.Ed. College, Prof. Rohit Shukla (Editor,
Abhidrashti Magazine) delivered his speech on the topic "Shikshan Ek
Sarjanatmak Vyavasay" (Teaching a creative Profession) Well wishers and
friends of the school Mr. Rushi Dave, Mrs. Minal Dave and Prof. Ganesh
(Ankl. Swaminarayan B. Ed. College) also graced the occasion.
l 2 nd : On the occasion of Gandhi Jayanti more than 200 students participated
in "Swachata Abhiyan". The students and teachers cleaned the school and
also the nearby areas.
l 6 th : Mr. Kulin Vora (Gandhinian Philosopher) visited the school.
l 7 th : Around 500 students and 650 parents, were enthralled by the Manipuri
Dance Recital given by Padmashri Mrs. Darshana Zaveri & her team.
(Detailed report on page 51)
l 12th : Movies week was celebrated, movies which inculcated morals in the
children were shown to them.
Mr. Dahyabhai Patel, Mr. Thakorebhai Patel, Mr. Vijaybhai Patel, Shri. Mayaben
Desai, Mr. Vipulbhai Patel of L.P.D. High School - Punagam, Surat visited the
school under the School exposure Programme
l 15th : On the occasion of World students day, unveiling of Maitri Setu issue
No. 65th "World Students Day Special" (commemorating Dr. A P J Abdul
Kalam), was done by Chief Guest Mr. Deepak Bhimani; CMD, Navdeep
Chemicals. Ankleshwar. He gave a presentation sharing his experiences on
his expedition to the Antartica with the students and teachers.
l 16th/17th : Bal Garba Mahotsav. Students from KG to XII enjoyed playing garba
with their friends, parents and teachers.
l 18th : ISO exam was held in the school for students from Std. IV to X.
l 19th : District level Math's Science Exhibition was held at Swami Vivekanand
Gujarati Medium School, Ankleshwar. Mrs. Hetalben Mengar, Ms. Kajalben
Maisuriya remained present with 5 projects.
l 20th : Patel Vatsal K (Std.10-A) stood third at District Level in A R Rao
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Geometry Talent Competition. He was awarded cash prize of two hundred
rupees.
l 21st : Bal Garba was celebrated and Pre-Primary tiny tots came dressed in
colourful chaniya cholis.
l 30th : To create interest and atmosphere of fervor for the work put in by
Sardar Patel. Maternal grandmother of Aniket Shah (Std. X-B) Mrs. Indiraben
Parikh narrated incidents about Sardar Patel which she had witnessed when
her father was associated with Sardar Patel during the freedom struggle.
l 31st : An educational tour for teachers was organized. Karamsad the birth
place of Sardar Patel was visited. Places visited were Sardar Patel's house
at Karamsad, Amul Dairy, Way made College ( Vallabh Vidya Nagar) (Detailed
report on page 52)
NOVEMBER - 2015
l 2 nd : Aditya Choumal (Std. XI) secured 1st position in Mono acting organized
by Innerwheel Club at Bharuch.
l 5th : The First 100 days of school were celebrated by children of GSEB, Nursery
Kids, all the children danced and enjoyed. The parents participated in huge
number and encouraged the children.
Ex-Amitian Dr. Dhaval Doshi (Asst Prof. V N Mehta Institute of Cardiology &
Research Centre Ahmedabad) created awareness amongst teachers on "How
to prevent Heart Attack in young people".
l 6 th : A total of 254 students from Bharuch schools, including 64 from Amity
School appeared for the Regional Math's Olympiad which was conducted on
our campus, by Gujarat Ganit Mandal.
Aarohan, a program celebrating cultural programme of the LKG Students,
was organized. The children presented their metamorphosis, from the stage
of the caterpillar to the beautiful butterfly, through dances.
l 7 th : 15 students from the school participated in programmes like, skits,
dances, singing. etc. on the theme " Save Girl Child" organized by RYLA
(Rotary Youth Leadership Award).
l 10th : Rudrani Bahurupi (Std. XI, CBSE) was selected as participant at the
National Level for Badminton tournament.
DECEMBER - 2016
l 12th : 28th Sports day was held for the students of Std. I to VI. The Chief
Guest for the function was Dr. Brijesh Parikh (Anesthetist, Bharuch)
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l 19th : 28th Sports day was held for the students of Std. VII to X. The Chief
Guest for the function was Dr. Virendrasinh Solanki. (Umpire for Gujarat
Cricket Assoication).
l 20th : Students of Std. VIII & IX presented a dance for the inaugural program
of Khel Mahakumbh in the presence of Honourable Chief Minister Mrs.
Ananadiben Patel.
l 21st : Sports day was enjoyed by the KG section children.
l 23rd : Christmas was celebrated by decorating the Christmas tree, playing
games and singing carols. Santa Claus visited the school and gave away
gifts.
Mr. Ranchhod Shah- Managing Trustee was invited as a speaker to Holy
Faith School, Kalol. He s0poke to parents and teachers on educational
aspects.
JANUARY - 2016
l 2 nd : A taluka level exhibition on Science and English Projects was held in
the school. Mr. R J Machi; DEO, Bharuch was the Chief Guest of the
Programme.
l 11 th & 12th : 350 students took part in the Tug of war competition in Khel
Mahakumbh which contributed towards the making of a new Guiness Book
World Record.
l 11 th to 13th : 97 tribal students and 14 teachers from Sarvodaya Vidyalay
Khadki and Pindvad visited our school for cultural exchange in the Sanyog
Programme. (Detailed report on page 54)
l 18th : It Nutrition week was celebrated by students of Amity Play Centre, where
children tasted and learnt about healthy and good food for the body, during
different meals. Children were also imparted the values of eating raw salads
with food.
l 25th : A group of students of Std. IX participated in "photo run" an event of
Chabbikar-2016. The event was hosted by Bharuch Citizen Council. A group
'Best and Worst Bharuch' secured 2nd position and another group 'Heritage'
secured the 1st position.
l 26th : Republic day was celebrated with pomp and joy and full patriotic fervor.
The Chief Guest was Dr. Harshadbhai Patel (Editor Aditya Kiran) (Detailed
report on page 56)
l 30th : 90 students from different schools of Bharuch including 21 from Amity
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School undertook the screening test for Professor Arunalal Scholarship
programme held by PRL Ahmedabad.
FEBRUARY - 2016
l 1 st : A lacture on "In pursuit of Moon & Mars" was conducted by Dr. Karnam
Durgaprasad. (Detailed report on page 58)
l 2 nd : Members of the Vashitha Vidhyalaya, Surat, visited the school under the
'School Exposure program'. They were Mr. Ghanshyambhai Radiya
(Principal) Mr. Vijaybhai Davariya (Director) Mr. Pareshbhai Kharasiya
(Supervisor) and Mr. Jaymitbhai Valand (Teacher).
l 3 rd : A drawing competition was jointly organized by the Rotary Club and our
school at the school campus,on the topic "Clean City, Colourful city"
l 5th : The prize distribution for the 'Clean City Colourful city' drawing competition
was conducted by President of Rotary Club, Bharuch Mr. Chirag Trambadiya
and other Rotarians Mr Ketanbhai Shah, Mr. Brijesh Parikh, Mr. Manish Poddar.
They awarded cash prize and certificates to the winners.
l 13th : The Convocation Ceremony of UKG Kids "Udaan-5" was celebrated on
the theme "World Around me". The idea was to make the children aware of
the happenings in the world and be aware of cultures and traditions of different
countries. To make the programme more enjoyable for the children the
Anchors depicted various cartoon characters taking the audience for a tour
of the world.
l 6th : 51 students from Std. III to IX participated in Narmada Community Science
Centre, Bharuch Science Fair at GNFC. Karma Patel (Std. VIII, CBSE)
secured 2nd position in Elocution Competition and Parthiv Patel (Std. VIII,
CBSE ) secured 3rd position in Science Quiz. Rana Sidharth, Std. 7 (GM)
secured 3rd position in Poster Making Competition. Rana Dhruvi S (Std 4,GM)
secured 2nd position in 'Play with Maths', Jalaxi Patel A (Std. 8 GM) won 2nd
position in the Elocution Competition. Patel Dhwanil A (Std. 9, GM) secured
2 nd position in 'Power Point Presentation', Prajapati Ishika (Std. 9, GM) won
1 st position in 'Your point of view'. Our Art teacher, Chauhan Nareshbhai, also
secured 2nd position in 'Poster making competition'.
l 10th : Renowned author Mr. Hareshbhai Dholakia visited the school. He
spoke on the teacher on the topic - "What to do to improve your self image?"
l 17th : Mr. Naresh Chauhan, Drawing teacher (GM), secured second position
in the picture story organized by Shree Ganesh Bal Vikas Sankul, Bhavnagar.
l 20th : Best Wishes ceremony was conducted for students of Std. X & XII.
Chief Guest on the Occasion was Dr. Sagunbhai Desai & Guest of Honour
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was Dr. Rajulben Desai. The directory of the outgoing students
"Reminiscence" was unveiled on the occasion.
In the evening a "Get together" of Dr. Sagunbhai's friends was organized at
the school.
l 21st : The members of the students Council alongwith the convokers had a
meeting with Mr. R V Patel (President, Nagar Palika) at Seva Sadan, Bharuch.
He guided them on the responsibilities and duties of a leader.
l 27th : On the occasion of National Science Day Krutin Prajapati, Dvij Patel
(Std. XI, GSEB), Sohum Kapadia (Std. XI, CBSE) accompanied by Science
teachers Mrs. Shrutika Pawade and Mrs Hetalben Parikh, participated in
Project display at PRL, Ahmedabad. (Detailed report on page 59)
MARCH - 2016
l 9 th : Different activities were conducted under the campaign "Save Joint
Family". 24 teams of members from joint family participated in activities
organized as the concluding program. The activities were "Know each other","
Antakshari " & "One minute game". (Detailed report on page 61)
APRIL - 2016
l 14th to 30 th : Vacation Activities were conducted by school teachers.120
students had participated. PE Teachers Mr. Hastimal Vasava, Mr. Ravi Gohil,
Mr. Anand Vasava had imparted training of Kabbadi, Volleyball, Basketball.
Drawing Teachers Mr. Alpesh Patel, Mr. Naresh Chauhan, Mr. Mahesh Parmar
& Ms. Mitali Solanki gave guidance to the students about Landscape and Art
& Craft Activities. Mrs. Nivedita Chattopadhyay and Mrs. Suby Xavier worked
very hard to groom the personality of participants. Young and enthusiastic
teacher Mrs. Nidhi Kaul had taken keen interest to teach Germam language.
(Detailed report on pages 64-65)

IN MEMORIUM

B.D. : 15/08/1999
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The hands of life at times are cruel and take
away from our midst good souls. Our student
Parth Kanaksinh Rana of Std. XI Science,
Gujarati Medium. A cheerful, enthusiastic
student with a zest for life, breathed his last
on 15/03/2016.
He will always remain in our hearts.
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